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Abstract

A review of the literature suggests that women sexually

abused in childhood or adolescence frequent,ly are passive

individuals who experience difficutty within interpersonal

relationships. This study systematically evaluated an

assertiveness training therapy group which was designed,

firstly, to provide previously abused women with the skills

that would enable them to exert more direct control over

their lives and environments and, secondly, to assist them

in achieving more satisfaction in their personal relation-

ships. The group participants were five women who were

seeking therapy from the Psychological Service Centre,

University of Manitoba.

The study employed the A-B basic single system design

(Bloom & Fischer, 1982) to monitor targeted behaviours

whereas the one group pretesÈ-posttest design (Campbell &

Stan1ey, 1963; Cook & Campbell, 1979) was used to evaluate

the data of more global measures. The effecÈiveness of the

study was evaluated by four instruments. Targeted behav-

iours were measured by the Target Complaint Scales (Mintz &

Kiesler, L982) which vtere administered repeatedly at speci-

fied intervals Èhroughout the baseline, therapy, and at the

follow-up. GIobaI measures consisted of the Assertion

Inventory (Gambrilt & Richey' 19?5) and the Hudson Index of

Self-Esteem (Hudson, 1982). Data from these instruments vtas
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collected prior to the program, at its completion and at the

follow-up. A client satisfaction questionnaire was used to

acquire the participants' perception of the helpfulness of

the therapy.

The results of the study indicate that the program $ras

successful in increasJ.ng the womenrs assertive responses,

increasing their self-awareness, facilitating their accep-

tance of personal rights and modifying the difficulties they

experienced in heterosocial relationships. It, however, was

not adequate in eliminating anxiety or in reducing all un-

reasonable beliefs which impaired their capacity to engage

in assertive behaviour.

Recommendations for future programs include: (l) to

stimulate self-awareness, build self-esteem and establish a

belief system of personal rights before specific skills are

introduced, (2) to provide a greater focus on exercises

designed to reduce anxiety, (3) to give the participants an

opportunity to discuss issues relevant to the adult experi-

ences of childhood sexual abuse victims, and (4) Èo use male

and female co-therapists.



Introduction
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The sexual abuse of children is a phenomenon that has

received significant attention in both the public and pro-

fessional sectors in recent years. It is defined as "a

sexual act imposed on a child who lacks emotional' matura-

tional and cognitive development'! (Sgroi, 1982, p- 9), and

who is much younger than the perpetrator (Finkelhor & Hota-

ting, L984). Finkelhor and Hotaling (1984) suggest a mÍn-

imum age disparity of five years for a child twelve years

and under and ten years for a child thirteen to sixteen.

This imposition upon children involves a wide spectrum of

abusive behaviours ranging from exhibitioniSm to sexual

intercourse (Finkelhor, 1979).

Although this form of child maltreatment has been an

integral part of Western Societ.y for centuries, it has been

Iargety a hidden problem until the lat.e 1970's (Rush'

f980 ) . As public attitudes toward sexuality have become

increasingly relaxed and permissive, however, discussion of

this perplexing and disturbing issue has become more overt

(Dawson, 1982). Subsequently, child sexual abuse has moved

from the status of an obscure issue to a prominent one.

Incidence of Child Sexual Abuse

The magnitude of the problem has been accentuated by

studies of the incidence of child sexual victÍmization in

both t.he United States and Canada. Although the data pro-

vided by these studies vary somewhat, their results are
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remarkably consistent. They indicate that approximately

one-fifth to one-half of all girls are sexually abused rn

some way (Finkelhor & Hotalitg, f983i Herman' l98l; Rus-

sell-, 1983; Sexual Offences Against Children in Canada,

r984 ) .

In response to this growing awareness of the scope of

child sexual abuse, a number of interventive strategres

have been developed to treat the immediate impact this

experience has upon victims and their families (Beezley

Mrazek, t98I; Dawson, 1982i Giaretto, 1981; Sgroi, 1982).

Long-Term Effects of Chrld Sexual Abuse

In addition to these endeavours to address the immedÍ-

ate problems arising from child sexual abuse, the last five

years has witnessed heightened concerns regarding the long-

term impact and traumatization which the encounter has uPon

the mental health and adjustment of victims. Bagley (1984)

estimates that 25t of all girls who are subjected to intra-

familial sexual abuse suffer serious long-term adjustment

and behavioural difficulties. Briere (1984) suggests that

one out of every five sexual abuse vÍctims experience sig-

nificant long term effects, and based on these figures, he

speculates that 4t of Èhe female population may encounter

difficulties in adulthood arising from sexually abusive

experiences in childhood.

It is difficult to ascertain Èhe extent to which prob-
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lems experienced by previously abused women can be attri-

buted to their childhood victimization. The reason for

this is the fact that incidence rates of long-term problems

have been based primarily on selectj-ve subgroups of uni-ver-

sity students or clinical samples and/or have been obtained

without the benefits of appropriate control groups (Briere,

f984). Also, other past or present factors in their lives

such as family disorganization and disruption, societal and

familial response to the abuses as weII as current discord-

ant relationships with their respective partners may inter-

act to exacerbate the long-term traumatogenic component

(FinkeIhor, f984; Jehu, McCalIum, Klassen & Gazan, L987¡

Meiselman, f978). Although one is unable to conclude

exclusively that the sequelae is a dÍrect result of the

sexual victimization, rt would appear that such an experi-

ence increases a child's vulnerabitity to pathological

developments and maladjustment. in adulthood (Briere' 1984;

Herman, l98l; Jehu, McCallum, Klassen & Gazan, L987 t Mei-

selman, I978).

Some of the more common long-term effects identified

as being possÍbly associated with victimization in child-

hood are emotional problems including low self-esteem,

guilt and depression (GeIinas, l98i; Herman, 198l; Jehu,

Klassen & Gazan, I987a; Tsai & wagner, I978), difficulties

in interpersonal relationships (Goodwin, McCarthy & DiVast.o'
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1981; Herman, 1981r Jehu, Gazan & Klassen, 1987i Meiselman,

1978; Tsai & Wagner, L978), and sexual problems (Briere,

1984; Gelinas, 1983; Jehu, Klassen & Gazan, L987b; Meisel-

man, 1978). A variety of programs have been developed to

treat these identified problems (Gordy, 1983; Herman &

Schatzow, Lg82; Jehu, Klassen & Gazan, 1985-6; Tsar &

Wagner, L978J.

Non-Assertive Behaviour

one area which has received Iimited attention in the

victim literature is the passive, non-assertive behaviour

frequently displayed by previously abused women. It is

becoming increasingly more apparent, however, that child

sexual abuse may be an important socialization variable

contributing to this behavioural response tendency of many

vicÈims Ín their current interpersonal relationships (Bag-

I"y, 1984 ) . The literature indicates that a number of

women victimized as children or adolescents tend to be pas-

sive, dependent and insecure individuals who lack the self-

confidence and self-sufficiency as well as the cognitive

and social skilts which are necessary for one to exercise

control over her/his life and environment with respect to

personal rights, needs and desires (Jehu, Gazan & Klassen,

1987; Meiselman, f978; Steel-e & Alexander, I98I; Thorman,

re83 ) .
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The Purpose of This StudY

The purpose of this study was to develop and systema-

tically evaluate an assertiveness trainÍng group treatment

program for women sexually abused i-n childhood or adoles-

cence whose prominent behavioural patterns include non-

assertiveness. The group \¡¡aS comprised of five women who

were undergoing therapy at the Psychological Service

Centre, University of Manitoba, for problems associated

with their vi-ctimization.

The assertiveness group l¡¡as a short-term treatment

program which operated for ten weeks. It focused primarily

on teaching assertive skilIs to the participants by means

of various training techniques and structured exercises.

In additÍon to the educational dimension, the program Ín-

cluded a therapeutic emphasis in that it was designed to

address issues related to asserÈiveness which appear to be

particularly problematic for previously abused women. For

example it utitized a male co-therapist in order to assíst

the women in resolving some of the conflicts frequently

experienced by them in their heterosociaL relationships.

This role was performed by the writer of this report where-

as Marjorie Gazan was the female therapist. The overall

objectives of the group was' firstly, to provide the women

with the skills Ehat would enable them to exert more direct

control over their lives and environments and, secondly, to
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assist them in achieving more personal satisfaction Ín

their interpersonal relationships.



A Review of the Literature
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the passive, non-assertive person is one who does not

honestly and appropriately express his or her feelings,

thoughts, and beliefs and who allows his or her rights to

be violated by another (Lange & Jakubowski, 1976). A re-

view of the literature related to the longer term sequelae

of child sexual victi.mization reveals that this Iimitation,

which is frequently displayed in the behavioural patterns

of women who were abused as children or adolescents, has

been given limited attention. While several studies iden-

tify difficulties experienced by these individuals in their

interpersonal relationships, and while others pinpoint

passive-related components operational in the lives of vic-

tims, there have been minimal efforts to synthesize and

provide extensive discussion of them. Subsequently, much

of the informatÍon pertaining to non-assertiveness has been

explicated within the contextual framework of other ele-

ments associated with victimization.

Limited Social Skills

An analysis of the availabte literature suggests that

many previously abused women lack communication and social

skills, with strong implications that assertive skills are

lacking as well (Finkelhor, L979; Herman, I98l; Jehu,

McCallum, Klassen & Gazan, 1987; Sgroi, I982). For exam-

ple, many of the women participating in a group theraPy

program for childhood sexual victirnization stated thaÈ they
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had experienced an inadequate development of socíal skills

which they attributed to elements circumscribing their

molestation (Tsai & hlagner, I978). Also, studies conducted

by Herman (1981) and Meiselman (f978) indicate that adult

victims of child sexual abuse have lirnited assertiveness

skj-11s. Similarly, Sgroi (1982) comments that the majority

of adolescents who participated in group therapy for vic-

tims of intrafamilial- sexual abuse were passive, compliant

and unassertive at the outset of the program.

Jehu and his colleagfues (Jehu, McCallum, Klassen &

Gazan, I987) are more precise in their conclusions, speci-

fying that 82.4* (42) of 51 women who participated in their

study exhibited limited social skills including assertive-

ness. Furthermore, Jehu, Gazan and Klassen (1987) conclude

that many women victimized in childhood engage in adult

relatÍonships whereÍn they are often misused because they

have not acquired the skÍIIs that are necessary to protect

themselves and to assert their rights with their partners.

In addition to this, they have l-imited perceptions of their

personal rights in an interpersonal relationship.

Limited assertive skills were also evident in the

self-reports of individuals who participated in an asser-

tiveness training group for previously abused women (Gazan,

1985). The group members agreed that their lack of trust

and avoidance of risk-taking behaviours were attributable
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to the fact they did not possess the skills that woul-d

enable them to take control of their lives.

Interpersonal RelationshiPs

General Relationships

This deficiency of assertiveness is most evident in

the Iiterature that focuses upon the interpersonal relation-

ships of v/omen who were sexually abused as children. The

fact that previously abused women experience diffÍculties

in their interpersonal relationships is weII documented

(Briere, 1984; GeIinas, 1983; Goodwin, McCarthy & DiVasto,

1981; Jehu, Gazan & KIassen, 1987; Meiselman, 1978; Tsai &

Wagner, 1978). For instance, the comparison of a therapy

group with incestuous histories to a matched control group

demonstrated that the experÍmental group was more disturbed

as exemplifÍed, in part, by their difficulties in interper-

sonal relationships and greater marital conflicts (Meisel-

man, 1978).

There is evidence in the literature to suggest that

the int.erpersonal relationshlps of previously abused women

frequently are characterized by feelings of isolation

(Briere, 1984; Herman, I981; Jehu, Gazan & Klassen, 1987;

Tsai & wagner, 1978), difference from other people (Jehu,

Gazan & Klassen, 1987) and mistrust of others (GeIinas,

1983; Herman, t98l; Jehu, Gazan & Klassen, L987¡ Steele &

Alexander, 1981; Tsai & Wagner, L978).
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On the basis of their experience with 51 previously

abused $/omen, Jehu, McCallum, Klassen and Gazan (1987)

report that 62.7t (32) of the victims experienced feel-ings

of isolation. SÍmÍlarly, in a study conducted by Briere

(1984), 64.2t of 67 women abused in childhood or adoles-

cence reported feelings of isolation. In addÍtion to this,

Jehu, McCallum, Klassen and Gazan (f987) comment that 88.2t

of those participating in their study identifred feelings

of difference from others while 78.4t expressed a mistrust

of others. These variables have been observedr ês well,

by Herman (1981) in her study of father-daughter incest

victims. She states that

Many of the women described themselves as "dif-
ferent'r or stated that they could never be "nor-

mal", even though they might appear so to others.

The sense of being an outsider, cuL off from

ordinary human intercourse, often reached extreme

proportÍons The isolation these $/omen felt

vras compounded by their own difficulty in forming

trusting relationships. The legacy of their

childhood was a feeling of having been profoundly

betrayed by both parents they came to expect

abuse and disappointment in aII intimate rela-

tionships: to be abandoned, as they felt their

mothers had abandoned them, or to be exploited,
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as their fathers had exploited them. (pp - 96 '
99-100 )

It is possible that the various drfficulties experi-

enced by these individuals in interpersonal relationships

may be associated with their limited social skills and the

inability to assertively communicate their feelings'

beliefs and opinions.

Heterosocíal Relationships

Relationships with males appear to be particularly

problematic for Some women victims of child sexual abuse.

This is reflected in the difficulty they experience withÍn

intimate relationships with men (Jehu, Gazan & Klassen,

1984-5; Tsai, Feldman-Summers & Edgar, L979), their ten-

dency to oversexualize heterosocial relationships (Jehu,

Gazan & Klassen, f987) and their propensity to engage in

dissonant relationships with males wherein they succumb to

domination and exploitation (Gelinas, 1983; Hermanr 1981;

Jehu, Gazan & Klassen, 1987).

Intimacy. Empirical data procured by Jehu, Gazan and

Klassen (1984-5) indicates that 77t (f7) of a sample of

22 women sexually abused as children experienced a fear

of intimate relationships with men. Additional support is

provided for this postulate in that many previously abused

rrromen have a tendency to avoid long-term heterosocial rela-

tionships. In fact, Meiselman (1978) notes that 39t of the
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father-daughter incest victims participating in her study

had never married. ThÍs contrasted with 202 of the control

group. Courtois (f979) reports similar statistics' indica-

ting that 408 of 30 victims of childhood sexual abuse did

not marry. Further to this, it is apparent that in avoid-

ing long-term relationships with males' many of these indi-

viduals engage in those which are more serial and superfi-

cial (Jehu, Gazan & Klassen, L987; Ir'leiselman, 1978; Tsai

et al, L979).

Jehu, Gazan and Klassen (f984-5) suggest that pre-

viously abused women "have difficulty in maintaining a

longer relationship with a man, because of Lhe increasing

cfoseness and Íntimacy this involves" (p. 34). Kaplan

(1979) describes intimacy as

a special quality of emotional closeness

between two people. It is an affectionate bond,

the strands of which are composed of mutual car-

itg, responsibility, trust, oPen communication

of feelings and sensatíons, ês well as the non-

defended interchange of information about sig-

nj,ficant emotional events. (p. 183)

Given the elements which comprise this component of hetero-

social relationships, it is not surprising that individuals

possessing Iimited social and assertive skills would fear

it. Pursuant to this, it is possible that the fear of inti-
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macy experienced by a number of previously abused women is

related to an inability to express their feelings, needs

and desires honestly the essence of assertiveness (Jaku-

bowski-Spector, I973), and an integral aspect of intimacy

(Kap1an, L979).

oversexualization. The propensity of these women to

engage in non-aSsertive behavj-our may be a contributing

factor to the oversexualization they frequently attach to

their relationships. Both Herman (198f) and Meiselman

(1978) speculate that the basis for such a tendency is

retated to the fact many of these individuals have learned

to use Sexual activity aS a means of acquiring attention

and affection. Jehu, Klassen and Gazan (1987a) provide

some empÍri-cal support for this assertion. These investi-

gators report that 64.7 t ( 33 ) of 51 victims reported that

they used their sexual abuse to obtain affection and/or

attention from the offender while 41.2t (2I) indicated that

they used the sexual encounter to acquire material favours

and rewards.

On this basis, one is able to sPeculate that these

women have learned to utilize indirect and non-assertive

methods to futfilt their goals. Although this behaviour

may enable one to achieve the desired objective, it fails

to promote direct control or ownership of the personrs

power or life evenÈs (Carlson & Johnson, 1975). Further-
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more, this pattern of interaction impairs a person's abi-

lity to refuse undesired demands or requests.

Revictimization. An area discussed prominently in the

literature which may be linked to the passivity of these

individuals is revictimization. It would seem that women

sexually abused as children have a predilection to estab-

lish relationships with apparently unsuitable partners who

often are abusive and exploitive (Gelinas' 1983; Goodwin

et â1, t98t; Herman, 1981; Jehu, Gazan & Klassen, 1987;

Tsai & wagner, 1978).

This supposition has been confirmed empiricalty by

several investigators. For instance, based on his research

findings, Briere (f984) indicates that 49t of his sample of

women seeking treatment for childhood sexual victimizatÍon

had been subjected to physical abuse in an adult relation-

ship compared to only t8t of the non-victim group. Herman

(198I) found that 28t of the victims of father-daughter

incest participating in psychotherapy had experienced bat-

tering as adults. Meiselman (f978) reports that 42* of

the father-daughter incest victims in her study were maso-

chistic, meaning the women had a tendency to seek out and

passively submit to a relationship involvÍng further abu-

si.ve behaviour. The author observes that

their willingness to tolerate mistreatment

allowed them to endure relationships that a more
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mature, assertive woman would have ended or never

begun at all fnformally, therapists used such

terms as "doormat", "punching bag", and "dish

rag" to describe the passive, dependent woman who

would suffer almost anything to be attached to a

man. (p.2f5)

Empirical studies demonstrate consistently that women Sexu-

ally abused as children are vulnerable to revictimization

in adulthood. The general conclusion is that these indivi-

duals have not acquired the normal self-protective mechan-

isms (Finkelhor, I979; Herman, t98L) or the skills required

to set limits or assert oners rights in a relationship

(Jehu, Gazan & Klassen, 1987).

These non-assertive patterns also are evident in rela-

tionships with their children, in which some of the women

experience child management difficulties. For example, ât

the initial assessment of 3t vicÈims who had living chil-

dren, 1l (35.5t) considered themselves to be inadequate

parenÈs whereas 19 (6f.3t) believed they had been inade-

quate in the past (Jehu, Gazan & K1assen, 1987). Addition-

ally, 22 (71t) said they had physically abused their chil-

dren in the past while 6 (I9.3t) reported that Èhey contin-

ued to do so. fn commenting on the parental difficulÈies

of incest victims, Gelinas (I983) explains:

Because they tend to feel depleted, helpless' and
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unself-confident, they have difficulty providing

their children with an organizing structure and

with a reasonable balance of discipline and

affection

IShe] may also feel guilty setting limits,
correcting behaviour and enforcing schedules.

The children begin to l-earn that mother can

easily be made to feel guilty and thus deflected
from her purpose, so they become increasingly
demanding and feel increasingly entitled to do

so. The children participate in blaming their
mother for all the imperfections in their mother-

ing and at some point develop contempt for her

weakness with them and with their father
(p. 323 ) .

Conversely, Herman (f981_) suggests that many victims
are good, caring mothers in that they continue "the care-

taking role that had been imposed on them in chirdhood,,

(p. 106). At the same time, however, Jehu, Gazan and Klas-
sen (1987) point out that some of these seemingry adequate

mothers perceive themselves as failures because of the

unrealistic standards of parenting they hold.
Subordination of Rights

one major reason for the difficulties experienced by

these individuars within interpersonar relaÈionshipsr par-
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ticularly with males, is the fact many previously abused

\^¡omen have a tendency to subordinate their own rights to

those of others (Gelinas, 1983). Verification of this has

been provided by initial responses obtained by Jehu, Klas-

sen and Gazan (1987a) on the gelief Inventory (Jehu' KIas-

sen & Gazan, 1985-6), an instrument deSigned to determine

the distorted beliefs of women who were sexually abused in

childhood. For instance, item #9 which reads "It doesnrt

matter what happens to me in my lifer" was endorsed as

being partty, mostly, of absolutely true by 29 (58t) of 50

victims. similar endorsements were made by 27 (54t) of the

victims for item #17, "Irve already been used so it doesn't

matter if other men use Ít€r" and by 24 (48t) for item *6,

"I don't have the right to deny my body to any man who

demands it. "

The tendency of these women to subordinate their own

rights to those of others frequently results from "parenti-

fication", a Process whereby victims of father-daughter

incest frequently occupy a parental role (Gelinas, I983;

Jehu, McCallum, Klassen & Gazan, 1987). In encountering

this role reversal, Gelinas observes that the child learns

to put, and does Putr everyone's needs before

her own. She begins to form her self-identity

around the notion that she has responsibility of

caring for people, but that' they have no resPon-



sibirity to care ,"t ;:t-in return. Essentially,

she has no rights to reciprocity. (p. 320)

As a result of this process, the victim learns that she has

no rights with respect to her own needs. It follows that

such individual-s will be characLeristically passive and

non-assertive (Jehu, Gazan & Klassen, 1987). This is exa-

cerbated by societal conditioning which frequently social-

izes women to place the needs of their spouse above their

own (Carlson & Johnson, 1975).

Powerlessness and helplessness. The belief that they

should subordinate their own rights to those of others may

account for the feelings of powerlessness and helplessness

which have been identified as being prevalent during the

childhood abusive encounter as well as within the adult

experiences of these victims (Finkelhor & Brov¡ne, 1984;

Steele & Àlexander, f98I). In fact, Finkelhor and Browne

(f984) strongly suggest t,hat powerlessness is one of the

primary trauma producing factors in child sexual abuse.

They assert that a "major effect of powerlessness is to

5-mpair a person's sense of efficacy and coping skills"

(p. I2l. This may provide additional understanding to the

conceptual context for revictimizaÈion discussed previously

in that the women "may feel powerless to thwart others who

are trying to manipulate them or do them harm" (Finkelhor &

Browne, 1984, p. 12). Subsequently, many of these indivi-
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duals passively submit and adapt to further abuse and mis-

treatment.

Patriarchy

À factor identified in the literature as being instru-
mental in mitigating against the development of adequate

communication and social ski11s, such as assertiveness in
these \^romen, is the patriarchal social structure which com-

monly comprises the environmental context of their sociali-

zation experiences. A patriarchal family structure is a

sociaL system in which the father dominates, controls and

rules the family both physically and economically whereas

the rnother occupies a subordinate role in which she is
expected to be passive, submissive, subservient and obedi-

ent (Herman, 1981; Summit, 1983; Thorman, 1983). Within

this process, the v¡omen tend to be non-assertive (Sgroi,

1982) and frequently exhibit passive-dependent, masochistic

personality traits (MeiseLman, 1978). Subsequently, there

is no concept of partnership or mutuality and the existent
power differential creaÈes an atmosphere in which the wife

and the children become the rightful possessions of the

dominant father (Herman, I98I).

The Iiterature which focuses upon this issue concurs

thaÈ patriarchally organized families are more vulnerable

to inÈrafamilial child sexual abuse (Finkelhor, 1983; Her-

man, 198]; Jehu, McCallum, Klassen & Gazan , 1987 ¡ Meisel-
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man, L978; Sgroi, L982; Stark, 1984¡ Thorman, L983). For

example, in a study of forty female psychotherapy out-

patients interviewed retrospectively about their incestuous

backgrounds, the women typically reported that their fath-

ers were patriarchal individuals who would resort to force,

if necessary, to establish their absolute authority (Her-

man, f981). Finkelhor (1979) comments that

cultural beliefs that underpin the male-domi-

nated system contribute to making women and chil-

dren sexually vulnerable. For example, to the

extent that the family members are regarded as

possessions, men can take unusual and usually

undetected liberties with them. (pp. 30-3I)

Thorman (1983) maintains that the patriarchal structure

entails a power imbalance that increases the daughterrs

vulnerability to sexual assault because no family member

has the power or authoriÈy to challenge the father ín order

to protect her. This is consistent with Summit's (1983)

conclusion that 'dependent children are helpless to resisÈ

or to complain" (p. 183) when they are sexually vicÈimized.

Modelling Behaviour

The significance of patriarchaL structures as a factor

in the development of non-assertive personalities in sexu-

ally victimized women is related to modelling behaviour.

The available literature suggests that girls raised in
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these families generally follow the patterns modelled by

their mothers or other signi-ficant female nurturers (GeIi-

nas, 1983; Herman, I981; Meiselman, 1978). Upon assessing

the mothers of incest victims, Herman (1981) remarks:

No matter how badly they were treated' most

simpty sal¡¡ no option other than submission to

their husbands. They conveyed to their daughters

Lhe belief that a vtoman is defenseless against

a man, that marriage must be preserved at all

costs, and that a wife's duty is to serve and

endure. (p. 78)

Thus, female children with passive and powerless mothers

learn through observation that oppression is to be expected

by women and that love for a man is displayed through

enslavement to him.

This is congruent with the argument put forth by uei-

selman (1978). She posits thaÈ the dependent' passive and

masochistic personality of Èhe child sexual abuse victim

discussed previously is modelled from her mother who dis-

played similar traits in her spousal relationships. Subse-

quently, while very young, the daughter learned "that women

are helpless, suffering creatures at the mercy of men in

their families" (p. 2L6). Finkelhor (1980) adopts a simi-

lar position. In a survey of college students, he identi-

fied an association between the oppression of wives and the
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sexual abuse of their daughters. He purports that the

daughter of a powerless mother is more vulnerable to vic-

timization because the observation of subordination and

dependency in her mother's marital relationship teaches the

child that she may be powerless and obligated to obey as

well.

The basic assumption gleaned from all this is the fact

that female children with patriarchally organized families

are more susceptible to sexual abuse because they do not

learn effective social and coping skills as well as self-
protecti-ve and assertive skills from their mothers. Anti-

thetically, they are inculcated with passive, dependent

and submissive behavioural patterns and are socialized to

become selfless, deferential individuals.

cit (1983) suggests that the passivity learned by vic-

tims of sexual abuse originally was an adaptive mechanism

utilized by the child to facilitate her survival. In

adulthood, however, this method of relating to others

becomes dysfunctional because it prevents Èhe individual

from defending her rights and from pursuing her needs and

desires. Furthermore, it provides inappropriate modelling

patterns for her children. The implication of this is

arÈiculated by Jehu and Gazan (L983) who observe that

... oppressed and demoralized wives who are vic-

tims themselves are in a poor position to avoid



these hazards. th"" ll.-u""nhters of incapacita-

ted mothers may well grow up to be incapacitated

mothers themselves, whose daughters will in turn

be vulnerable to sexual victimization. (pp.

7 5-7 6)

Atthough it is at variance with the literature empha-

sizÍng the passive tendencj-es of previously abused women'

it is important to note that some victims engage in aggres-

sive behavioural patterns which they have learned from

observing abuse and mistreatment in their parents' rela-

tionships (Gil, 1983).

SociaI Isol-ation

The adverse socialization experiences of previously

abused vromen are exacerbated by the fact that incestuous

families are commonly characterized by social isolation

(Herman, I98I; Sgroi, L982i Stark, 1984; Watkins & Brad-

bard, 1982). Sgroi (1982) explains that these families

tend to be closed and pathological systems which perceive

the "outside" world as being hostile and threatening.

This "fortress mentality" is maintained by the patriarchal

father who uses his power and authority to prevent, family

members from establishing alliances with individuals in the

community (Vfatkins & Bradbard, 1982). In fact, in many

situations, the father is the primary conmunicator wit.h

"outs j-ders'r ( Sgroi, 1982 ) .
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This isolation insulates the family from environmental

influences, thereby severely impairing the individual's

potential for nurturance and support as well aS growth and

change (Hartman & Laird, L983). For examPle, societal

information and reinforcement patterns which enable the

individuals to differentiate between the various appropri-

ate familial roles and functions are unable to penetrate

these rigid external boundaries (Alexander, f985). Also,

peer contact, a necessary component of healthy Socializa-

tion, is minimal. Consequently, family members become

extremely dependent upon each other for information, sup-

port, nurturance, and stimulation, and any pursuit of inde-

pendence is extremely difficult. This observation is sup-

ported by Thorman (1983) who comments that "incestuous

family systems create symbiotic ties among family members

that restrict development of autonomy, result in low self-

esteem and prohibit personal growth of family membersrr

(p. ?8). It, is not surprisingr therefore, that victims of

intrafamilial sexual abuse frequently are non-autonomous

individuals who possess few social communication skills

such as assertiveness.

Low Self-Esteem

Another variable identified in the literature which

appears to be relat.ed to the passivity and non-assertive-

ness displayed by women sexually abused as children or
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adolescents is self-esteem. The fact that previously

abused women experience low self-esteem is well documented

in the literature (Bagleyr 1984; Ge1inas,1983; Gil' 1983;

Steele & Alexand.er, 1981; Thorman, 1983, Tsai & Wagner,

1978).

several investigators provide empirical data to sub-

stantiate this. For instance, 87t of 30 incest victims who

participated in Courtois's (1979 ) research study reported

that their sense of self had been moderately to severely

affected by their childhood victimization encounter. In a

study of 4O father-daughter incest victims, Herman (1981)

notes that 60t had a predominantly negative self-image.

She comments that "with depressing regularity, these women

referred to themselves as bitches, witches, and whores.

The j-ncest secret formed the core of their identity" (P.

97). In their study of adult victims of childhood sexual

abuse, Jehu and his colleagues (Jehu, McÇallum, Klassen &

Gazan, 1987) found that 47 (92.2t) of 5I participants had

low self-esteem. Responses elicited by these investigators

on the Belief Inventory (Jehu, Klassen & Gazanr 1987a) pro-

vide additional information with respect to the negative

self-concepts of this sample of victims. Item #16 which

reads "I am inferior to other people because I did not have

normAl experiencesr " was endOrsed aS Partlyr mOstlyr Or

absolutety true by 90t (45) of 50 victims. AIso' 78t (39)
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of the victims responded similarly to item #2, nI am worth-

less and badr" and 38 (76*) to item #13, "I will never be

able to lead a normal life, the damage is permanent." It

is apparent that women sexually abused in childhood or ado-

lescence frequently possess low self-esteem and perceive

themselves as being "damagedr " worthless and inferior indi-

viduals.

Although a number of theorists and clinicians have

underlined the association between low self-esteem and non-

assertiveness (Lange & Jakubowski, I976; McVicar & Herman,

1983; Osborn & Harris, I972i Stake & Pear1man, 1980), there

is a paucity of information with respect to the relationship

of these variables within the experiences of previously

abused women. Gelinas (1983) maintains that the low self-

esteem is related to their familial experiences which have

socialized them to believe that they do not possess any

rights, particularly in terms of their own needs. She com-

ments that these individuals have been taught that

nothing is owed them, inherently or because

of their contributions, and they are allowed no

claim to needs, reciprocity or even acknowledge-

ment.. Wit,h such f undamentally impaired self -
esteem, incest vicÈims tend to be extremely

unassertive and passive, Èo the poinÈ of paraly-

sis. (p. 3221



rn addition to thi=, 

tr]*-=.t-r-esteem 
may be associated

withthefeelingsofpowerlessnessandhelplessnesswhich

havebeendiscussed'previously.Itisreasonabletoassume

that individuals inundated with such feelings will not only

possess low self-esteem, but likely will refrain from

asserting themselves in order to promote change in their

environments.Also,âsJehu,GazanandKlassen(1984-5)

suggest, their impaired self-esteem may be highly contribu-

tive to the revictimízaLion many of these women experience'

CitingthetherapeuticeffortsofTsaiandWagner(1978)'

theynotethattheself-esteemofanadultvictimofchild

abuse "is often so low that she may select partners who are

beneathherandwhodonotembodyhighstandardswhichshe

feels she cannot live up to" (P' 37)'

Misattribution of Blame

Anissuewhichiscloselyrelatedtothelowself-

esteem experienced by previously abused women is misattri-

bution of blame. Finkelhor (1983) as weII as Jehu' Klassen

and Gazan (I987a) suggest t.hat victims commonly are self-

blamingforthesexualabusetheyexperiencedaschildren

or adolescents. some evidence of this is provided by Gold

(inpress)inastudyoftheattributionalstylesofpre-

vi-ously abused vromen. The author rePorts that their style

was marked by self-blame as indicated by the fact they were

more tikety than nonvictims to attribute bad events to
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internal, stable and global factors.
Jehu and his colleagues (Jehu, KJ-assen & Gazan, 1987a)

supply additional insight to the etiological understanding

of this attributional pattern. They point out that many

victims blame themselves because they responded to the abu-

sive experience with passive compliance. This is verified
by the fact 42 (84t) of 50 victims in their series indica-
ted that the Belief Inventory statement, ,'I must have per-
mitted sex to happen because I wasnrt forced into it,' (Item

#5) was partly, mostlyr or absolutely true. In addition to
this, many of the participants believed they were respons-

ible for the sexual encounter because they did not disclose
it. For example, item *L2 which reads ,'I must have been

responsible for the sex when r was young because it went on

for so long" was endorsed by 43 (86t) of the victims.
The fact that these individuals did not refuse the

sexual advances of the offender or disclose the victimiza-
tion which occurred, causes them to be self-blaming for the

abusive experience. It is necessary to note, however, that
the power imbalance exist,ing between children and adurts

makes it extremely difficulÈ for a child to resist the

abuse (Sgroi, l98Z). At the same time, the high incidence

of revictimization of previously abused women enables one

to specuraÈe thaÈ this inability to exercise the freedom to
say rrNorr continues into adulthood. It is apparent that
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many of these women have not developed healthy self-con-
cepts or acquired self-protective and assertive skills,
elements which are necessary for one to resist the j-ntru-

sive behaviour of other individuals (Bagley, I9B4¡ Jehu,

Gazan & Klassen, 1987).

Summary

women sexually abused as chirdren or adolescents have

a tendency to be passive, dependent individuals who tack

assertive ski11s. This is most obvious within their general

interpersonal rerationships which frequently are marked by

isolation, difference from others and mistrust, and. their
heterosocial relations which are characterized by their
fear of intimacy with males, the tendency to oversexuarize

the relationship, and the propensit.y to engage in those

which are dissonant.

An integral factor in the development of this orienta-
t.ion is the patriarchal social structures in which these

women commonly are socialized. The ideology of this system

facilitates an atmosphere of subservience and inÈimidation
wherein femare family members are expected to be obedient

and faithfur to the patriarch under all circumstances and

wherein these responses are modelled by the mother. sub-

sequently, the women do not acquire the appropriate self-
proÈective and social skills which would enabre them Èo

exercj.se Èheir righÈs and pursue their needs and desires
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within their relatj-onships with other people.

In addition to this, many previously abused women have

impaired self-esteem and tend to think of themsel-ves as

being somehow responsible for the victimization. These

factors further exacerbate their inability to utilize

assertive behavioural responses.



Rationale for the Study
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Assertiveness Training

Assertiveness training is a semi-structured methodol-

ogy designed to promote behavioural change in individuals

by facilitating their acquisition of assertive skills which

enables them to exercise greater control and ownership over

their lives (Lange & Jakubowski, L976¡ Osborn & Harris,

1975). Assertiveness is defined as

that type of interpersonal behavior in which

a person stands up for her [his] legitimate

rights in such a way that the rights of others

are not violated. Assertive behavior is an

honest, direct and appropriate expression of

oners feelings, beliefs and opinions. It

communicates respect (not deference) for the

other person, although noÈ necessarily for Èhat

person' s behavior. (Jakubowski-Spector, r.973,

p. 761

Within this definitional framework, assertiveness training

appears to be a viable treaÈmenÈ mode to address the asser-

tive problems encountered by women who have been previously

abused.

Assertiveness Training Programs

Assertiveness training has been used successfully both

in non-clinical and clinical programs in order to produce

increased asserÈiveness within individuals presenting a
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broad spectrum of problems.

Non-CIinical Models

Within non-clinical models, such treatment was util-

ized to increase the assertive behaviour of non-assertive

college students (Galassi, Galassi & Líl'.z, I9'14), to

increase assertiveness as well as reduce discomfort expe-

rienced in assertive situations for middle-aged women

(tr4cVicar & Herman , 1983 ) , and to provide women with the

skilts that would enable them to assert their needs and

desires in sexual relationships (Carlson & Johnson, I975i

Liss-Levinson, Coleman & Brov/n, 1975). It has also been

used to create a more appropriate sexual role belief system

in non-assertive \¡Jomen (Carlson & Johnson' 1975) and to

ímprove the sexual relationship between married couples

(Osborn & Harris, L975).

Clinical Models

Àssertiveness training techniques also have been used

increasingly to treat an array of clinical problems. For

instance, it has had a favourable impact upon increasing

the internal locus of control and in modifying the inter-

personal behaviour of juvenile offenders (Ollendick & Her-

sen, 1979). Stake and Pearlman (f980) have demonstrated

its effectiveness for low performance self-esteem women.

Furthermore, it has been reconmended for therapeutic tar-

gets such as depression, low self-esteem, social isolation,
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parent-child conflicts, marital dysfunction and sexual com-

munication (Richie, cited in Linehan, 1979).

Although assertiveness training has been advocated for

battered wives (O'Leary, Curley, Rosenbaum & Clarke, 1985) '
it has been used to a very limited extent in the treatment

schemes for sexually abused individuals. It has been

employed in group therapy for adolescent female victims of

incest (Sgroi, 1982). Also, it proved beneficial in a

group program for previously abused women (Gazan, 1985).

The investigator reports that a significant increase in

assertive behaviour occurred in four of the six partici-

pants. It should be noted that the remaining individuals

were aSSeSSed aS functioning at an acceptable level of

assertiveness prior to the implementat.ion of the interven-

tive program. In spite of the paucity of documented asser-

tiveness training programs for women sexually abused in

childhood or adolescence, however, it is apParent that

this procedure has potential value for enhancing the skill

levels of Èhis clientele.

Theoretical Framework

The theoretical foundation of assertiveness training

is formulated by Bandurars (1977 ) social learning theory.

It embodies three primary assumptions which are relevanÈ to

this study. First of all, it assumes that an individual's

funct.ioning is influenced by the training to which they are
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subjected early in life. Secondly, the theory maintains

that different and more appropriate behaviours can be sub-

stituted for maladaptive patterns learned through the indi-

vidual's various experiences. Thirdly, it suggests that

these changes will produce other changes in functj-oning.

For example, empirical data demonstrates that there is a

positive correlation between increased assertiveness and

both self-confidence and self-esteem (Osborn & Harris,

1975 ) .

Conceptual Framework

The study employed a tripartite model of personality

functioning which understands behaviour as occurring in one

or in a combination of three response systems: the motor,

cognitive and physiological systems (Linehan, I979; Wolpe,

I978). Within this framework, assertive ski1l was under-

stood conceptually as being comprised of behavioural, cog-

nitive and affective elemenÈs. Behavioural elements refer

to verbal and non-verbal motor behaviours such as vocabu-

lary, content, voice tone and volume, gestures and body

posture, €y€ contact as well as facial expression (Sank &

Shaffer, 1984; Linehan, 1979). Cognitive elements consist

of the specific thoughts and beliefs which facilitate

appropriate assertive responses (Sank e Shaffer, 1984).

These include "the cognitive capabilities (e9., accurate

perception and codi.ng of the situatÍon, knowledge of
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response outcomes) needed to decide when and how to engage

in the action" (Linehan, L979, p. 208). For exampler ân

individual's perception of his or her legitimate personal

rights is integral to this dimension. Affective elements

refer to emotj-ons such as anxiety, guilt and anger and

one's ability to manage these within the situation in order

that they do not impair the performance of the skills which

have been acquired.

Contextual Framework

The context of the assertiveness training program $¡as

a behavioural therapy group. Rose (1985) defines this
modality

as the application of principles of behavior,

cognitive-behavior, and problem-solving therapy

to the treatment of children and adults within,
and by means of, the small group. The focus of
such treatment is learning and maintaining

improved social problem-solving and cognitive

skills which facilitate effective coping with
problematic or stressful and problematic social
situations. (p. 30)

There is strong support in the literaÈure for employ-

ing the group format as the primary context in which to
promote assertive behaviourar change in individuars (Ftow-

ers, Cooper a !ùhiteley, 1975; Harris, I97g; Kelly, 1985;
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Lange & Jakubowski, I976i Osborn & Harris, 1975¡ Rose,

1985). Both Kelly (1985) and Harris (I979) underlíne its

importance because modelling, behavioural rehearsal, per-

formance feedback and social reinforcement elements

which are essential for helping individuals acquire new

social skilIs, can be introduced more efficiently within
the group environment.

In addition to this, the group format has been an

effective interventive modality in the treatment strategy

for previously abused women (Gazan, 1985; Gordy, 1983;

Herman & Schatzow, 1982¡ Tsai & Wagner, 1978). In their

assessment of a group therapy program for previously abused

$¡omen, Tsai and Wagner (1978) concluded that the primary

curative component was "the sense of identificat.ion and

emotional closeness instilled by a !.¡arm and supportive

environment where a conmon bond was shared" (p. 4L7). This

is consistent with the observations of Herman and SchaLzow

(1982). The women who completed follow-up questionnaires

for a program designed to address issues related to child

sexual abuse, unanimously reported that "the single most

helpful thing about the group vras the contact with other

incest victims" (p. 12). Furthermore, Gazan (1985) has

demonstrated the effectiveness of the group format, for

improving the assertive behaviour of women sexually abused

as children or adolescents.
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Male-Female Co-Therapy

In addition to the focus on assertiveness skill acqui-

sition, the study encompassed a broader therapeutic empha-

sis in that it endeavoured to remediate problems related to
non-assertive behaviour identified clinically as causing

difficulties in the current adjustment and functioning of
previously sexually abused women. lVith respect to this,
the primary treatment component consisted of the util íza-
tion of male and female co-therapists. Female therapists
are used extensiveJ-y in the treatment programs of female

sexual abuse victims in order to provide a positive "role-
model of a competent, caring woman with a positive self-
image" (Heber, L984t p. 9). On the other hand, male ther-
apists are used less frequently.

The employment of a male therapist in this study was

premised upon t.he evidence which demonstrates that these

women frequently experience difficulty in their heLeroso-

cial relaÈionships. This is discussed in the previous sec-

tion of this report. The presence of the male therapist
was designed to provide the women with an opportunity to
relate more positively Èo a male within a protective and

supportive environmenÈ and to assisÈ them in resolving some

of the conflicts such as oversexualizaÈion as well as the

fear and mistrust of men which are commonly encountered in
their heterosocial reraÈions. rt was hypothesized that the
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womenrs ability to differentiate between exploitive and

non-exploitive experiences would be enhanced as the thera-

pist demonstrated that the trust of a male is possible,

that all men are not necessarily exploitive and abusive,

and are capable of exhibiLing genuine interest and caring.

There is minimal data to substantiate the function of the

male therapist in a treatment group for female sexual abuse

victims. In one documented example, Tsai and Wagner (f978)

used a male in tandem with a female therapist in order to

address the women's inability to trust men. They observe

that his presence "helped in facilitating a more differen-

tiated response to men. As the male therapist reflected a

compassionate individual who participated in the general

discussion, women were required to face their feelings

directly and not to simply engage in antimale sentiments"

(p. 422). Also in an assertiveness training program for
previously abused women, Gazan (f985) employed a male

therapist during one of the sessions in order "to facili-

tate skill buitding, cognitive restrucÈuring and promot.e

discriminative learning specific to men and interactions

with menrf (pp. l0-1I).



Assessment and Evaluation Procedures
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Obj ectives

The overall purpose of this study was to develop and

systematically evaluate an assertiveness training group

treatment program for women sexually abused in childhood or

adolescence whose prominent behavioural patterns included

non-assertiveness. The specific goals of the intervention

were fourfold: (1) to provide the women with the assertive

skills whereby they would be equipped to openly express

their needs and desires so as to acquire and exert greater

control over their own lives and environments, (2) to

develop a belief system with respect to assertive behaviour

that would improve the individual I s self-awareness and

acceptance of their needs and rights, (3) to assist them

in reducing the cognitions and anxieties which impaired

their capacity to engage in assertive behaviour, and (4) to
provide them with the opportunity to begin resolving the

difficulties experienced in heterosocial relationships.

Subj ects

The group was comprised of six women who were under-

going individual therapy at the Psychological Service

Centre, University of Manitoba, for long-term trauma asso-

ciated with sexually abusive experiences in chitdhood or

adolescence. The participants ranged in age from 23 to 44

years with a mean age of 30.6. Four of the wernen were mar-

ried while two were single. One of the individuals with-



drew from the program Prior
reasons.

its completion for Personal

Admittance to this component of their treatment scheme

was based on the following criteria:

1. The individuals had to be referred to the program

by their individual theraPists -

2. Each of the women must have been experiencing dif-

ficulty engaging in assertiveness behaviour as determined

by the Assessment Interview Protocol for Assertiveness

(Appendix A).

3. Each of the participants had to have access to

their original therapists during the assertiveness training

program. The rationale for this criterion was based on the

assumption that the women may have required additional

therapeutic suPport in the event there was an emergence of

any problematic issues which threatened their stability or

Ievel of functioning (Herman & Schatzow, 1982). This

raises a concern regarding treatment interaction effecÈs

(Isaac & Michael, 198f). In light. of the potential emotion-

ality of issues related to their victimization experiencesr

however, it would have been unethical therapeutically and

moratly to denY them this access.

4. The women were not to have been "in crisis" or

under severe stress at the commencement of the grouP. This

was based on the premise that Such extraneous factors pos-

44
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sibly may have impaired their capacity to acquire and

develop assertive skiIls. Also, confronting crises v¡ent

beyond the focus of the group objectives unless, of course,

they emerged throughout the course of the group process.

5. The women vrere expected to be at a point in their

therapy whereby they had begun to resolve some of the trau-

matizing elements of their victimization in order that they

would be prepared emotionally t,o approach and work on the

acquisition and development of assertive skills.

6. Each woman had to agree to participate in the pro-

gram voluntarily.

Assessment Procedure

Prior to the implementation of the program, each of

the individuals was assessed by means of the Assessment

Interview Protocol for Assertiveness (Appendix A) in order

to identify specific difficulties related to assertiveness

which required modification. These target problems, then,

hrere monitored by means of the Target Complaint Sca1es

(Mintz & Kiesler, 1982) (Appendix B) which v¡ere completed

by the participants on at least three occasions during the

assessment period in order to establish a baseline repre-

senting the trend of the individual's current level of

funct.ioning (Bloom & Fischer, 1982 ) .

The assessment protocol as weII as the administration

of the Target Complaint Sca1es within the assessment period
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were completed by the women's individual therapists at the

clinic. The rationale for this procedure was based on the

fact that the therapists had been involved with the indi-

viduals for an extended period of time and, subsequently,

would have been more familiar with their needs. Also, the

women, undoubtedly, would have felt more comfortable with

their original therapists at this particular juncture.

Variables Evaluated

Two variables were evaluated within this study' asser-

tive behaviour and self-esteem. Assertive behaviour has

been discussed at length above and, therefore, will not be

addressed at this point. Self-esteem was used as a secon-

dary variable to determine whether it was affected by the

intervention. The basis for the selection of this varíable

was to replicate empirical data demonstrating a positive

correlation between increased assertiveness and self-esteem

(Lange & Jakubowski, 1976; McVicar & Hermanr 1983; Osborn &

Harris, L975¡ Stake & Pearlman, f980).

Measures

Target ComplainÈ Scale (TCS)

The Target Complaint Scale (Mintz & Kiesler' 1982 )

(Appendix B), a version of the self-anchored scale (Bloom

& Fischer, L9821, was used as the repeated measure for the

study. The participants used the scales to moniÈor the

current intensiÈy of specific assertiveness problems by
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rating them on a l-3 point scale ranging from not at all to

couldn't be worse. The TCS was designated as the primary

measure because it is a highly individualized and focal

instrumejnt. For this reason, it can be developed to measure

problematic aspects of assertiveness which are relevant and

specific to the individual participants. In addition to

this, Mintz and Kiesler (1982) describe this self-report

method of rating improvement on target complaints as being

an acceptable eval-uative measure which appears to be sensi-

tive to change.

Reliability and Validit.Y

Presently, the reliability and validity data that is

available for Target Complaint Scales is inadequate (ttlintz

& Kiesler, 1982). For the most part, it has been based on

the scores of groups of subjects and, subsequently' may be

inappropriate r.then applied to settings wherein individual

client.s are being evaluated. At the same time, however,

Bloom and Fischer (1982) suggest that these scales have

face validity because "they represent Ithe client's] most

accurate portrayal of Èhe circumstances, thoughts or feel-

ings" (p. 169) related to the problem.

Limi-tations

There are two primary v/eaknesses of the TCS. Firstly,

data to establish reliability and validity is rather weak

and, therefore, there is limiÈed confidence one can have
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\"¡ith respect to the instrument I s stability over time and

the extent to which it measures the specified target prob-

lems which are identified on the scales. Secondly, the

self-report nature of this instrument makes it vulnerable

to potential reactivity. Subsequently, response sets such

as social desirability and compliance are l-iable to bias

the data (Bloom & Fischer, 1982). It should be noted that

all self-report measures, although being susceptible to

reactivity, are the only ways of measuring certain vari-

ables such as the clientrs thoughts, feelings or private

behaviour (D. Jehu, personal communication, September 25,

r986 ) .

Based on the recommendations of Bloom and Fischer

(1982), several steps $rere undertaken in order to minimize

reactivÍty. First of all, specific instructions were given

to t.he women aÈ the administration of the scales, encourag-

ing them Èo be honest and accurate in their evaluations.

Secondly, the participants were informed that the data

collected would be useful both for assessment and treatment

purposes. Thirdly, more than one behaviour related to

non-assertiveness vras measured by the TCS. In fact, the

minimum number of target complaints for any individual

clienÈ was five. Fourthly, the results of the TCS were

compared with Èhose of a global measure of assertiveness in

order to deÈermine any consistency in the observed changes.
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AssertÍon Inventory (AI)

The Assertion Inventory (Gambrill & Richey, L975')

(Appendix C) is composed of forty items and collects infor-

mation on three levels: (I) response probability, a measure

indicating the likelihood that an individual will behave

assertively in specific situations; (2) degree of discom-

fort, a dimension which indicates the discomfort level

experienced by the individual in these situations; and (3)

the specific situations in which the person desires to be

more assertive. The scale employs a five-point Likert

format whereby the respondent indicates the likelihood of

engaging in assertive behaviour (l=always do it and s=never

do it) and the level of discomfort experienced (l=none and

S=very much). Items are scored in t,he direction of low

assertion and, subsequentty, high scores on each dimension

indícate a generaÌ tendency for non-assertiveness and dis-

comfort respectively. The cutting point is 105 and above

for low response probability and 96 and above for high

degree of discomfort.

Reliability and Va1idity

For both dimensions of the scale, the t'est-reÈest

reliability is high as indicated by a coefficienÈ of r=.87

for discomfort and r=.81 for response probability (Gambrill

e Richey, 1975). Therefore, the instrument appears to have

good stabitity over time. Presently, there .is no documen-
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ted data on its internal consistency (Beck & Heimberg,

1983 ) . There have been some efforts to substantiate the

instrument's validity as welI. For example, although the

interscale correlation was not specified, a comparison of
the AI with the Conflict Resolution Inventory and the

Rathus Assertiveness Schedule indicated a high degree of
convergent validity (Franke}, cited in Beck & Heimberg,

re83 ) .

Limitations

The primary limitation of the AI is the fact it was

developed from a college population and, therefore, may

have limited usefulness when generalized to other popula-

tions. In addressing this concern, one is faced with a

dilemma because a number of the assertiveness inventories
having any significant degree of reliability and validity
have been developed from college populations (Rich &

Schroeder, 1976). There are two reasons, however, for
selecting the AI for this program. Firstly, Lange and

Jakubowskj- (I976), two prominent theorists and pracÈition-

ers, suggest. that it is usefur for measuring assertiveness

changes in individuals. Secondly, the ÀI is very useful in
that it, measures affect as well as behaviour, thereby pro-

viding a more extensive picture of the individualrs asser-

tiveness.

The second shortcoming of the AI is the facÈ its self-
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report nature increases the potential for reactivity. This

limitation, however, should have been reduced substantially
because the instrument has high test-retest reliability
(Bl-oom & Fischer, 1982). FurÈhermore, attempts v¡ere made

to reduce potential reactivity by encouraging the partici-
pants to be honest and accurate in completing it and by

informing them of the purpose for its administration.

Hudson Index of Self-Esteem (ISE)

This standardized measure (Hudson, 19821 (Appendix D)

was used as a secondary measure to evaluate side effects of
the interventive program. It is comprised of a twenty-five
item scale by which respondents indicate their response

to the items on a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1

(rarely or none of the time) to 5 (most or all of the

time). The clinically significant cutting point for low

self-esteem is 31 and above.

The ISE was utilized because it is an accurate and

reÌiable measure of self-esteem and, reportedly, is
extremely sensitive to change. It has high j-nternal and

test-retest. reliability with correlations of 0.90 for each

(Hudson, 1982). Furthermore, it has been demonstrated to
have high face, concurrent and construct validity (Hudson,

1982). rts main rimitation centres upon potenÈial reacti-
vity, although the high reliabilit,y shoul.d have minimized

this.
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CIient Satisfaction Questionnaire

A client satisfaction questionnaire (Appendix E) was

administered at the completion of the training program in

order to give the group members the opportunity to evaluate

the overall benefits of the group and to make recommenda-

tions for improvement. Pursuant to this, the instrument

was used to evaluate the participants' perception of the

usefulness of the various training procedures as well aS to

obtain feedback regarding the presence and helpfulness of

the male co-therapist. In view of the fact these question-

naires can be subject to biases such as the desire to

please the therapists, the participants once again were

encouraged to be honest, overt, and accurate in their

comments.

In summary, four measures were utilized in the measure-

ment process. The Target Complaint Scales were administered

on a weekly basis to provide a continuous measure of change

in specific aspects of assertive behaviour whereas the

AsserÈion Inventory and the Index of Self-Esteem were used

to evaluate more global changes in assertiveness and self-

esteem respecÈively. Finally, a questionnaire was completed

to measure the clientrs satisfaction.

Evaluation Design

The interventive Program utilized a combination of the
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A-B basic single system design (Bloom a Fischer, 1982) and

the one group pretest-posttest design (CampbelI & Stanley,

1963; Cook & Campbell, L979).

The A-B Basic Single System Design

This design, consisting of two distinct phasesr vrâs

used to evaluate the target complaints. The A phase, which

refers to the observation period, served two functions.

First of all, it was used to assess the individuals by

means of the Assessment Interview Protocol for Assertive-

ness (Appendix A) in order to identify specific difficul-

ties related to assertiveness which required modification.

This, thenr wâs used to negotiate with the participants

various problems which !.Jere used as target complaints.

Secondly, the A Phase was used to establish a baseline

which represented the participantrs current level of func-

tioning with respect to these target problems (B1oom a

Fj-scher, 1982). The B phase refers to the intervention,

that is, the various assertiveness training procedures and

techni.ques which were used to facilitat.e change in the

$tomen.

Advantages

Bloom and Fischer (f982) identify four advantages of

using the A-B design. FirsÈ and foremost, it is a time-

series design which enables the practitioners to obtain

repeated measures of the participantst progress throughout
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the assessment, intervention and follow-up periods. This

formulates the basis from which the participants can be

provided with feedback during the intervention in order to

support and reinforce their change efforts and to enhance

their motivation. Secondly, the design is useful for

evaluative purposes because it enables one to compare the

j-ntensity of the target problems during the intervention

period with the baseline established during the A phase-

Thirdly, the baseline data helps to provide a more substan-

tial and accurate assessment. Fourthly, the process of

monitoring the participants' progress by means of repeated

measures can be used as an accountability device for the

practitioners, the participants, the agency, and society.

Limitations

The primary limitation of the A-B design is the fact

it does not control for threats Èo internal validity.

Subsequently, extraneous factors such as history or matu-

ration effects could be aÌternative explanations for any

changes which did occur (Bloom e Fischerr 1982). For

example, the threat of history, meaning other events which

coincide with Èhe intervention, rnâY have confounded the

results. ft would not have been appropriate to attempt to

minimize these threats by utilizing the basic experimental

time series design (Bloom & Fischer, 1982) which removes

and, Èhen, reintroduces the interventionr because asser-
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tiveness training procedures are irreversible. subsequent-

Iy, one would not expect a concomitant varj-ation between

the withdrawar of the intervention and the pattern of the

target complaints (B1oom & Fischer, 1982).

The practitioners, however, did endeavour to reduce

threats to internal validity by noting any changes in the

situations of the participants during the intervention
which may have effected the results. This was facil-itated
by means of a "group-go-aroundr', a period at the beginning

of each group session in which members were encouraged to
share experiences from the previous week. rn addition to
this, the replication of the A-B design across subjects was

used to reduce these threats as we1l. For example, the

chance of extraneous effects confounding the results are

Iessened if change occurs in each of the participants (D.

Jehu' personal communication, september 2s, 1996). Finar-
ly, replication of this interventive program eventually

will help to overcome threats to internal validity.
One Group Pretest-posttest Design

rn addition to A-B design, this study utilized the one

group pretest-posttesÈ design (Campbell & Stanley, 1963;

cook & campbell, r979). This quasi-experimental design was

used to evaruate the data of the AsserÈion rnventory and

the Hudson rndex of serf-Esteem which was obtai-ned at the

assessment, terminaÈion of treatmenÈ and follosr-up periods.
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This design was used for these inventories in order

minimize potential reactivity by limiting the number

data points for each.

The desi-gn does not excl-ude the various threats

internal validity discussed above. The steps taken

reduce these threats within the A-B design, however,

here as well.

to

of

to

to

apply

ft is necessary to add one final comnent regarding the

design of this j-ntervention. In view of Èhe fact Lhe

sample was not randomly selected, one is unable to gener-

alize the findings to other populations. Similarly to

internal validity, however, this limit.ation of external

validity will be overcome as the program j-s replicated
over time (Bloom & Fischer, 1982).

Data Collection

The TCS, measuring the target problems identified from

the assessment protocol discussed previously, vJere completed

by the participants on aÈ least three occasions at weekly

intervals during the A phase in order to establish a base-

line. Bloom and Fischer (1982) recommend that at least
three separate data points be used during the A phase so

that a trend of the individual's current level of function-
ing wiII be established prior Èo the application of the

treatment. The TCS, then, r^/ere completed on a weekly basis
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throughout the intervention or B phase as well as at the

follow-up session. During this phase, the scales were

administered at the beginni-ng of each group session. fn

addition to the series of TCS, the women completed the AI

and the ISE at the initial and termination sessions of the

B phase and at the six-week follow-up session. Fina1ly,

the client satisfaction questionnaire was distributed at

the termination session of the program.



Intervention Procedures
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Treatment Techniques and Procedures

The treatment program employed several techniques and

procedures to facilitate the acquisition of assertive

skills by the group participants. These various components

are discussed below.

ModeIling

Modelling or observational learning is a procedure

whereby taped or live models, such as films and group ther-

apists respectively, are used to demonstrate appropriate

assertive behavi.our for specific situations (Linehan,

1979 ) . It is based on the premise that the skills are

acquired vicariously as the trainee observes the modelled

behaviours and their results (Lange & Jakubowski, I976).

The relevance of modelling procedures to assertiveness

training is well documented in the literature (Clionsky,

1983; Kelly, f985; Lange & Jakubowski, I976i Linehan, L979¡

Osborn & Harris, 1975). Lange and Jakubowski identify

three advantages of this technique: (1) it is a relatively

easy method for providing individuals with various asser-

tive behaviours, (2) it gives "permission" to the group

participants to behave similarly, and (3) it, reinforces

assert,ive skills already learned.

The program utilized both formal and informal model-

ling procedures. The formal modelling, which consists of

audio or video tapes (Lange & Jakubowski, 1976) was pro-
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vided by the film "Responsible Assertion" (Baxley, 1978).

It employs several models to enact the difference between

assertiveness, aggression, and passiveness. The film was

particularly useful because it enabled the women to observe

the modelsr facial expressions, hand gestures and voice

tones nonverbal behaviours which are an extremely impor-

tant component of assertiveness (Lange & Jakubowski, I976¡

Sank & Shaffer, 1984).

Informal modelling, the procedure whereby the group

therapists and participants demonstrate assertive responses

for other group members (l,ange & Jakubowski, 1976), $¡as

used more extensively than formal modelling. The advantage

of the informal modelling provided by the therapists or

group particj-pants "is that the situations can be tailored

to fit. the client's needs" (Linehan, L979, p. 219). During

the initial stages of the group, the group therapists com-

prised the primary informal models. This occurred by means

of instructional examples of specific assertive responses,

informal role plays and informal displays of appropriate

assertive behaviour in their general int.erpersonal inter-

actions with each other and with the various group members.

As the women began to develop various assertive skills,

however, they provided modelling behaviour for each other

as well.
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Behavioural Rehearsal

Behavioural rehearsal or role playing is an integral

instructional component of assertiveness training programs

(Clionsky, 1983; Lange & Jakubowski, I976; Linehan, L979¡

Osborn & Harris, I975i Sank & Shaffer, L984). Essentially,
it consists of simulated situations wherein the trainee

practices appropriate assertive responses (Linehan, 1979) .

The underlying assumption of behavioural rehearsal is that

an individual's behaviour is able to change by means of

modelling or observational learning, reinforcement and

practice (Osborn & Harris, 1975). ft is particularly

effective when used collectively wit.h modellirg, the bene-

fit being that the "trainee can both observe how another

person would assert himself [herself] and repeatedly

practice the observed behavior" (Osborn & Harris, L975,

P. 60).

Covert Behavioural Rehearsal

Behavioural rehearsal exercises v/ere introduced slowly

and cautiously into the training procedures because, as

discussed previously, women who have been sexually victim-
ized as children or adolescents, frequently have impaired

social skills and low self-esteem, and experience diffi-

culty in Èrusting others. This IaÈter element is particu-

larly relevant because in behavioural rehearsal, one must

be able Èo trust. Èhat other group members will be suppor-
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tive in providing honest feedback. Furthermore, as M.

Gazan (personal communicatÍon, September 11, 1985)

observes, these women have a tendency to fear failure,
particularly in sítuations such as a group setting wherein

they potentially could be ridiculed. In fact, individuals
participating in an assertiveness training group for
previously abused women reported that they had extreme

difficulty engaging in behavioural rehearsal because they

found such exercises to be overly threatening (Gazan,

1gg5).

On this basis, overt behavioural rehearsal, the proce-

dure by which the individual verbalizes and role plays

specific situations (Linehan, L979), was considered by the

therapists to be too threatening and anxiety-provoking to
be employed during the earlier sessions of the program.

Subsequently, the initial emphasis with respect to this
instructionar technique was upon covert behaviourar rehear-

sar or imagery rehearsal, to which it is sometimes referred,
the process whereby the individual practices the desj-red

behaviour imaginatively (Lange & Jakubowski, 1976; Meichen-

baum, 1985). fn other words, this procedure teaches indi-
viduals to provide themselves with a model of appropriate

assertive interaction. Linehan (r979) posits that this
meÈhod of response practice is effective in faciritating
the acquisition of assert,ive skilts. The underlying
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assumption of this approach is that "reinforcement of

social consequences which effectively influence behaviour

in real life are also effective when they are imagined"

(Osborn & Harris, L975, p. 59).

Overt Behavioural Rehearsal

As the women began to experience less anxiety as well

as increased comfort within the group environment, the

training emphasis shifted from covert to overt practice

methods. In doing this, however, two steps were taken to

minimize any discomfort or difficulty the women may have

experienced. First of all, many of the exercises were

structured as written assignments which could be practised

individually, in dyads as well as within the entire group.

During the response practice, the individuals were able to
read their scripts in order to reduce any discomfort they

may have experienced. Sank and Shaffer (1984) suggest. that

it is appropriate for individuals to read scripts or pre-

pared assertive responses in role play exercises. This

methodology was designed for those women who were reluctant
to participate in overt behavioural rehearsal or for those

who had extreme difficulty in doing so.

Secondly, based on the recommendation of Osborn and

Harris (1975), the group participants vlere asked to role
play non-targetÈed, hypotheÈical scenarios prior to rehear-

sing specific siÈuations they had been encountering. Sank
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and Shaffer (f984) observe that this level- of rehearsal

"is often less threatening than dealing with one's o\^/n

problem in front of the group and yet does serve the

purpose of easing the participants into role playing and

giving them practice with the techniques they will be

learning" (p. f21).

Response Feedback, Coaching and Reinforcement

Three similar tools used in conjunction with behaviour-

al rehearsal to shape and strengthen the women's assertive

responses v¡ere response feedback, coaching and reinforce-

ment. In response feedback, the individuals "are usually

given an explicit description of their performance" (Line-

han, 1979, p. 220). Kelly (1985) suggests that the feed-

back which is provided should be positively toned. Subse-

quently, it should endeavour to ídentify strengths before

providing constructive criticism. For examPle, the thera-

pist might inform the participant that the verbal content

of the assertive message vras appropriate while pointing out

thaÈ she or he failed to maintain adequate eye contact. It

is important that this positive context is established by

the therapists in order that appropriate feedback response

patterns are modelled for the group members (Kelly, 1985).

Coaching is a procedure which enables the therapists

and other group members to describe the ways in which an

individual's behaviour can be improved in a specific situ-
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ation (Linehan, 1979). For examPle, someone might suggest

that the trainee incorporate more rrlrr statements into her

or his assertive response. Rose (1985) suggests that

coaching vrithin group contexts is beneficial not only to

those receiving the constructive ideas and advice, but Èo

those who offer them as well.

Reinforcement involves the provision of positive

responses such aS verbal praise and acknowledgement by the

therapists and group members to assertive behaviours dis-

played by other participants (Lange & Jakubowski, L976).

Cognitive Restructuring

Cognitive restructuring is a therapeutic procedure

whereby an individual, first of all, is made aware of dis-

torted beliefs which evoke dysfunctional moods and impair

his or her behaviour and, secondly, is assisted in changing

these cognitive patterns so that they become facilitative

of more appropriate resPonses (Lange & Jakubowski, 1976¡

Sank & Shaffer, 1984). In their analysis of the process

and rationale of this strategy, Jehu and his colleagues

(Jehu, Klassen & Gazan, L985-6) commenÈ:

Cognitive restructuring is based on Èhe premise

that beliefs have a significant influence on

feelings and acÈions. If the beliefs are dis-

torted or unrealistic, then feelings and actions

are likely to be disÈressing and inappropriate.
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In this way distorted beliefs may contribute to

many emotional and behavioral problems. It fol-

lows that the correction of distorted beliefs is

likely to be accompanied by the alleviation of

such problems. (pp. 49-50)

This procedure was incorporated into the treatment

framework of this study because nonassertiveness can be

associated with distorted thinking as well as with behav-

ioural deficits (Sank & Shaffer, L984). It was used to

assist the women in acquiring the capacity to assess their

cognitions as well as the impact these have upon feelings

and behaviour, and in replacing irrational beliefs with

those which vJere more reasonable. For example, it was used

to engender the development of a personal belief system

which justified the women's right to be assertive.

Structured Exercises

In most sessions, structured exercises focusing on

various elements of asserÈiveness were introduced in order

to increase the member's participation and to give them

practical experience in the application of various skills.

Lange and Jakubowski (1976) underline three reasons for

using structured exercises: (1) to assist group members in

learning a number of procedural components such as cogni-

tive restructuring and personal script writing (refer to

conÈenÈ of sessions, Session 6) which could be used Èo pro-
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mote the follow-through of assertive behaviour upon the

termination of the program, (2) to assist members in devel-
oping the communication skills required for assertive

behaviour, and (3) to increase their confidence while con-

currently reducing anxiety in approaching assertive situ-
ations.

Didactical and printed ir,laterials

The program consisted of several mini-lectures which

v/ere designed to broaden the participants' knowledge with
respect to assertive behaviour. For example, one session

was devoted to the importance of interpersonal rights and

the way in which they can be identified in a given situa-
tion. These instructional presentations were intended to
provide the women with verbal, cognitive and arousal man-

agement guidelines which would enhance their ability to
behave assertively.

rn addition to this, printed "handouts" were distribu-
ted during several of the group sessions in order to sup-

plement the didactical material and to provi-de the women

with concrete reference material which would be helpful
afÈer the group had terminated. The sources for boÈh the

instructional and printed materials utilized are identified
in the section of this report which discusses the content

of the group sessj.ons.
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Homework Assignments

Homework assignments were used to assist the women in
generalizing or transferring newly acquired assertion skills

to situatj-ons and experiences beyond the parameters of the

group milieu (Kelly, 1985; Lange & Jakubowski, L976).

Theorists and clinicians such as Kelly (1985), Lange and

Jakubowski (I976), Rose (1985) and Sank and Shaffer (1984)

unanimously recognize the importance of homework assign-

ments in assertiveness traíning. Their usefulness, in

fact, has been demonstrated in specific training programs

by Galassi, Galassi and Litz (L974) and Rathus (1973).

Within this study, the \¡¡omen were given assignments to

complete or practice between sessions. They were expected

t,o monj-tor these "in vivo" responses, observing the speci-

fic response utilized in the assertive situation and des-

cribing the subsequent consequences.

fn addition to providing the women with opportunities

to practice the various assertive skilIs within the envi-

ronments of their daily 1ives, homework assignments enabled

the therapists to monitor the women's progress and to iden-

tify any additional problems which needed to be alleviated
(Osborn & Harris, 1975).

Content of Group Sessions

The assertiveness Èraining program was comprised of

ten, two-hour sessions which $¡ere heLd weekly at the
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Psychological Service Centre, University of Manitoba. Each

session focused upon one or more assertive themes which were

taught by means of the various techniques described above.

Much of the resource material for the sessions was taken

from programs developed by Lange and Jakubowski (L976) and

osborn and Harris (1975). Although these sources adopt

slightly different perspectives, each provides trainers with

a solid foundation in assertiveness training techniques and

identifies a number of excellent, practical exercises which

can be used in the context of a group. Lange and Jakubowski

emphasize the cognitive, affective and behavioural elements

of assertion and, generally, are more consistent with a cog-

nitive perspectj-ve whereas Osborn and Harris promote self-

awareness, self-confidence and self-esteem.

In addition to these materials, a number of other

available sources vrere used as well (Baer, I976i Bloom,

Coburn & Pearlman, I975i Bower & Bovrer, L976i Butler' I98l;

Phelps & Austin, 1975). These were used Èo a lesser extent

because they have been designed primarily as self-i-nstruc-

tional tools and, subsequenÈly, the exercises they outline

are not as amendable to the group environment.

One of these sources, "The New Assertive Womanr "

(Bloom, Coburn & Pear1man, 1975) was used as homework read-

ing material in order to supplement the various issues dis-

cussed in the group sessions. The book was selected for
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this purpose because it. is inexpensive, readable and prac-

tical, and provides an excellent description of the verbal

mechanics of assertive behaviour. fn addition to this, it
addresses a wide range of topics integral to assertion such

as individual rights, irrational beliefs, anxiety reduction,

active listening and non-verbal behaviour.

The following is a description of the individual ses-

sions.

Session 1

The objectives of the initial session were to orient
the women to the group goals and norms, to establish an

atmosphere of comfort and trust, and to introduce them to
a general overview of assertive behaviour.

Administration of the Evaluative Measures

Following a brief introduction of t,he group facilita-
tors, the three measures being used to evaluate the study,

the Target Complaint Scales (l,tintz a Kiesler, L982) (Appen-

dix B), the Assertion fnventory (Gambrill e Richey, 1975)

(Appendix C) and the Hudson Index of Se1f-Esteem (Hudson,

1982) (Appendix D), vrere administered. As discussed

previously, the respondents were informed that the

information would be used for assessment and treatment

purposes and, subsequentlyr w€rê encouraged to be honesÈ

and accurate in their evaluations.
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Introductions of Group Members

Each participant was asked to introduce herself, to
provide a brief sketch of her present life situation iden-
tifying such factors as marital status, vocation, leisure
activiti-es, and to explain briefly the purpose for her par-

ticipation in the assertiveness training program.

Expl-ication of the programrs Goals

The women were informed of the group's objectives in
order that they would be ar^¡are of what to expect in the

various sessions of the program. These goals were modified

slightly from the objectives discussed previously to ensure

their comprehensibreness. They \^¡ere described as f ollows:
1. To assist the participants in realizing that they

have both rights and choices in all situations.
2. To assist them in acquiring and improving their

assertive skills so that they would become enabled to
express their needs, desires and opinions more openly and

directly.

3. To assist them in reducing discomforÈ which

impaired their capacity to engage in assertive behaviour.

4. To assist them in achieving more personal satis-
faction in their interpersonal relationships.

5. To provide t.hem with the opportunity to begin

resolving the difficurties they experÍenced within hetero-
social rerationships by interacting with the male therapist,
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in a positive environment. V{ith respect to the role of the

male therapist, the group members vrere informed that this
study was a requirement for his academic program and,

therefore, necessitated that he assume the majority of the

leadership within the group. This information was import-

ant so as to mitigate against the emergence of any miscon-

ceptions such as the belief that he was usurping power and

authority at the expense of the female therapist.
Identification of Group Rules

Following the discussion of the group goals, the thera-
pists laid out the norms which $/ere to be observed through-

out the program. This ensured that the participants would

be cognizant of what was expected of them. The following

norms were identified:

1. The women were requested to be punctual in order

that each session could be start.ed at the specified time.

2. The women $¡ere requested to attend each session

unless uncontrollable circumstances made it impossible for
them to do so.

3. The women \â¡ere informed of the importance of con-

fidenÈiality and were asked to refrain from discussing any

such information beyond the group's setting. At the same

time, the group therapisÈs explained that pertinent infor-

mat.ion would be shared with each woman's individual thera-
pist.
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4. The therapists specifÍ-ed that the women were under

no obligation or pressure to divulge any information cir-

cumscribing their abusive experiences which they did not

wish to disclose. This norm was intended to protect their

privacy and to minimize any discomfort they may have been

experiencing.

Break

Each weekr a break was included in the group's agenda.

Its purpose was to give the parti-cipants an opportunity to

interact without the therapists in order to establish

friendships which would continue following the group's

termination.

An Introduction to Assertiveness

Assertive behaviour was defined as "an honest, direct

and appropriate expression of one's feelings, beliefs and

opinions" (Jakubowski-Spector' I973, P. 761. Two procedures

!,rere utilized to explain this concept t,o the participants.

Mini-lecture. First of all, a didactic outlining the

differences between assertiveness, Passivity and aggression

!{as presented by one of the therapists. It was designed to

provide the women with a conceptual foundation for asser-

tion. The material for this presentation was based on a

program of self-assertion developed by But1er (198f). In

differentiating between these three behaviours, she uti-

lizes the framework developed by Harris (cited in Butler,
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t98f) to identify the basic attitude which underlies each.

These can be summarized as follows: assertive behaviour

(Itm okay - You're okay), passive behaviour (I'm not okay

Yourre okay), and aggressive behaviour (Itm okay - Yourre

not okay).

This j-nformation was supplemented by a graphic display

of these three positions (Butler, l98l) (Appendix F). In

addition to this, the women were provided with printed

materials developed by Clionsky (1983) (A,ppendix G) and

Liberman, King, DeRisi and McCann (I975) (Appendix H).

These sources sum¡narize and compare the basic elements of

assertiveness, passivity and aggression. Also, a table

(But1er, 1981) (Appendix I) identifying various situations

with examples of each response v¡as distributed as well.

FiIm: "Responsible Assertion" (Baxley, I978)

Secondly, "Responsible Assertionr " a film which pro-

vides the viewer with i-nstruction as weLl as a series of

situational role plays to distinguish between assertive-

ness, passivity and aggression, vras employed in order to

reinforce the didactical presentation. It was particularly

useful because it demonstrates appropriate modelling of

both verbal and nonverbal assertive responses. The film

$ras followed by a discussion of the participants I reactions

and observations.
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I{rap-Up

At the closure of the session, one of the therapists

briefly summarized the activities of the evening and gave

the women an opportunity to share any insights they may

have had. In addition to this, the therapists used this

period of time to determine whether there were any concerns

or "unfinished business" which needed to be addressed

before ending the session.

Homework Assignments

Collage (Osborn e Harris, 1975). In this assignment

each participant was instructed to prepare a collage

depicting her real self and her ideal self. The real self

referred to the way in which she felt about herself at that

time whereas the ideal self represented an expression of

the person she desired to be. The individuals were given

the option of drawing, painting, pasti-ng, writing or using

ceramics to complete this exercise. It was intended to

assist the women in becoming aware of the feelings they had

regarding themselves and to share these with the other

group members in the following session.

The therapisÈs agreed to participate in this assign-

ment as well. There vrere Èwo reasons for this. First of

all, the exercise had the potential to be difficult emo-

tionally for this clientele and the practitioners believed

that Èheir participaÈion would "break the ice" during the
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presentations which occurred in the following session.

Secondly, in completing the exercise, the therapists were

able to demonstrate their willingness to Ídentify with the

group members.

Assigned reading. The women $/ere asked to read chap-

ters 1, 3 and 4 in "The New Assertive Woman" (Bloom' Coburn

& Pear1man, 1975).

Session 2

The second session was designed, first of aII, to pro-

mote self-awareness and, secondly, to provide the partici-

pants with a model for challenging irrational beliefs.

Completion of the Target Complaint Scales

This component is described in Session I of the report.

Group-Go-Around (Sgroi, 1982)

Following the completion of the Target Complaint

Scales, a group-go-around was used to provide each partici-

pant, with the opportunity to give a brief synopsis of these

experiences during t.he previous week. This procedure pro-

moted member participation and informed other group members

of one's current situation. This latter point was parÈicu-

Iarly significant because it was one method by which the

therapists were able to monitor the woments progress.

Discussion of Homework

During each session,

review the homework which

a period of time was set aside to

had been assigned the previous
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week. In this session, the personal coIlage, which had

been designed to depict one's real self and ideal self,

formulated the focal point of this component. The presen-

tation of the collages vJas followed by a discussion which

emphasized the way in which negative sel-f-images often are

maintained by irrational beliefs individuals have regarding

various elements of their real self as well as by unreason-

able expectations they have for their ideal se1f. The

therapists underlined the importance of accepting one's

real self with its accompanying strengths and weaknesses

while at the same time pursuing the realistic goals and

dreams identified in the ideal self.

Minj--Lecture: Irrational Beliefs (Lange & Jakubowski, 1976)

A mini-lecture which explained the concept of irration-

al beliefs was presented by one of the therapists. Its pur-

pose !.¡as to describe the effect irrational beliefs have upon

an individual I s behaviour and to demonst.rate the way in

which a person's Èhinking can be restructured in order that

it does not prevent him or her from behaving assertively.

The didactic was based on Albert Ellisr rational-emotive

therapy (cited in Lange & Jakubowski, L976) which utilizes

an A-B-C-D-E paradigm to describe the relationship between

thinking, feeling and behaving. Point A refers to an acti-

vity or a specific situation which is particularly diffi-

culÈ for the individual, such as refusing requests for
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assistance from a friend. Point B represents the thoughts

or the assumptions the individual has about the situation.

The person might írrationally assume: "If I do not help my

friend, she will become upset and will not like me anymore,

and that would be unbearable." At point C, these beliefs
cause the individual to feel anxious, thereby mitigating
against an assertive response.

Poj-nts D and E of the paradigm refer to the steps that

can be taken to restructure the individual's thinking. At

point D, the irrational beliefs are identified and chal-

lenged. For example, he or she might think: "What would

be so 'terrible' if my friend becomes upset because I am

unable to help her? Would it be the end of the world if
she no longer considers me to be a friend?" At point E,

the individual substiLutes rational thoughts for those

which are unreasonable and self-defeating: "I r¡rould like
my friend to understand that I am unable to help her at

this time. If she becomes upset, it will be inconvenient

and upsetting for me, but it will not be catast.rophic.

Besides, if she does become angry, I can handle it."
AlÈhough undesired responses from the other individual

may result in displeasure and frustration, this approach

to interpersonal interactions reduces anxiety and increases

an individual's capacity to be assertive in specific situa-
tions. In addition to this, iÈ is facilitative of increased
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the fact that they
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it enables one to

were abfe to pursue

feel positive about

their goal to behave

The purpose as

described previouslY

Structured Exercise:

well as the

in Session

Rational

process of

1.

this agendum was

Self-Analysis (Lan & Jaku-

bowski, I976)

This exercise involves having the individuals write

down a specific situation in which they desire to be more

assertive but in which affective factors such as guilt or

anger elicit aggressive or passive responses. Secondly'

they are asked to identify and write down the negative or

self-defeating thoughts that arise when they think of en-

gaging in assertive behaviour in that situation. Thirdly,

they are asked to develop challenges to these thoughts.

Prior Èo the exerciser âtr example was used to give the

individuals direction as well aS a concrete pattern to work

with. An outline of the format used in this procedure is

provided in Appendix J.

This exercise was int,ended to identify and challenge

irrational cognitions which produce emotional responses

such as anxiety, anger and guilt, and thereby inhibit the

use of assertive behaviour in specific situations.
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Wrap-Up

The wrap-up $¡as completed as described in Session 1 of

this report.

Homework Assignments

Like yourself (Phelps e Austin), 1975). The $romen

were given a handout (Appendix K) which outlined the

instructions for this assignment and provided space for

its completion. the exercise involved having the partici-

pants write down at least five positive statements about

themselves; for example, "I like the fact that I am endea-

vouring to become more assertive." The individuals, then,

were asked to stand in front of a mirror and read the list

audibly while practising good eye contact and verbally or

non-verbally acknowledging each compliment they gave them-

selves. this procedure was structured to increase the

participants' avrareness of their positive traits so as to

provide a basis for increased self-esteem and an improved

self-concept.

Rational self-analysis. The \{omen !,Jere asked to

repeat the self-analysis procedure di-scussed above on at

leasÈ two occasions during the week.

Assigned reading. The group was instructed to read

chapters 2t 5 and 6 in Bloom, Coburn and Pearlman (f975).

Session 3

The objectives of Èhis session were to generate an
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av¡areness of interpersonal rights and to emphasize the fact

that everyone has the right to their personaÌ beliefs,

feelings and opinions.

Introductory Procedures

The session began with the completion of the Target

Complaint Scales, the group-go-around and a review of the

previous week's homework assignments. These components are

discussed in Sessions t and 2 of this report.

Mini-Lecture: Interpersonal Rights (Lange & Jakubowski,

t976 )

The purpose of this presentation was to assist the

group members in developing three basic beliefs which

undergird a philosophy of responsible assertion: (1) the

belief that assertiveness, rather than passivity' aggres-

sion or manipulation invokes self-respect as well as

respect for others and, subsequently, leads to increased

satisfaction within interpersonal reLationships, (2) the

belief that everyone has the right to act assertively and

to express honestly their beliefs, opinions and feelings,

and (3) the belief that Èhe acceptance of one's rights

necessitates that the rights of others are respected as

well. For example, in accepting the right to make a mis-

taker ân individual must be prepared to accept the right

of oÈhers to make mistakes as well.

This didactic on interpersonal rights was important,
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because it provided the participants with a basis by which

they vrere able to justify assertive behaviour. Furthermore,

the identification and acceptance of interpersonal rights
functions to reduce several internal injunctions which fre-
quently inhibit assertive behaviour in individuals. Some

of these are described by Lange and Jakubowski (1976) as

follows: "Donrt ever inconvenience other people; Don't

ever refuse to help a friend; Don't ever feel mad; Donrt be

weak and ask for help; Don't ever make someone else feel

bad" (p. 57). Another injunction which was commonly expe-

rienced by the group participants was the fact that they

were not to contradict their partners. This, however, was

restructured in the following manner: "I have the right
that my feelings, opinions and bel-iefs are given the same

consideration as those of my spouse."

This mini-lecture was supplemented by printed materj--

als developed by Lange and Jakubowski (f976). First. of

all, a list of basic rights one has with respect to his or

her thoughts, feelings and beliefs (Appendix L) vras distri-
buted. A second handout (Appendix M) described the effect
several socializaÈion messages have upon a personts percep-

tion of rights and hÍs or her capacity to behave assertive-

ly, and provided a a healthy response to the various soci-
etal injuncÈions.
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Break

During this session, the break began to be a very im-

portant time for the participants. They went "for coffee"

together and appeared to be developing cohesiveness as well

as a strong sense of comaraderie. When they returned to

resume the activitj-es of the group, they indicated that

they wanted to be assembled around a table, maintaining

that this change would cause the group to become closer

both physically and emotionally. To this point in the

program, the participants had been seated in a semi-circle,

an arrangement which had enabled two of the members to dis-

tance themselves from the group physically. They believed

that being seated around a table would help to minimize

this. Also, they suggested that the male therapist be

situated in the middle, rather than at the "head" of the

Èable.

Their willingness to offer these assertive suggestions

reflected the cohesion and high level of trust which had

begun to develop. AIso the remarks directed at the male

therapist indicated that the women were beginning to accept

his presence within the group.

Structured Exercise: Identifying Personal Rights and

AccepÈing Personal Rights in Fantasy (Lange & Jakubowski,

I976 )

The exercise was inÈroduced in order to increase the
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participants' awareness of the positive aspects of accept-

ing the right to be assertive. It was comprised of two

components. The first part of the exercise consisted of a

brainstorming session in which the participants v¡ere asked

to identify all the personar rights they were abl-e to think
of. Their responses were written on a chatkboard by one of
the therapists. some of the rights expressed are as fol-
lows: the right to say rrNorr; the right to express one's

feelings; the right to like oneself; the right to make a

mj-stake; the right to do nothing.

secondly, the individuals were asked to study the list
and to select silentry the right which was most difficult
for them to accept in their individual lives. The v¡omen,

thenr wêEê asked to fantasize, first of all, what life
would be like Íf they were able to accept the right and,

secondry, what life wourd be like without it. The fantasy
was guided by instructions dictated by one of the thera-
pists.

Following the fantasy, the participants hrere divided
into dyads and were asked t.o discuss the right they had

selected, the feelings experienced when the righÈ was

accepted, the way in which they behaved differently when

it was accepted, and any insights they had about themselves

during the exercise.
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Wrap-Up

This procedure was completed as discussed previously

in Session 1.

Homework Assignments

Accepting personal rights in fantasy. The women were

asked to repeat daily the fantasy exercise in which they

would accept the right selected in the exercise described

above. As they did this, they were instructed to give par-
ticular attention to the feelings they experienced durj-ng

the fantasy.

Reading assignment. Chapters 7 and I in Bloom, Coburn

and Pearlman (1975) were assigned as reading for the fol-
lowing week.

Satisfactions, achievements, successes (Osborn & Har-

ris, 1975). In this assignment the participants were given

a form (Appendix N) on which they \¡/ere requested to record

specific situations during the week which were successful

or satisfying for them and to check the given statements

which represented the positive elements of the experience.

This exercise had two objectives. FirsÈ of all, its
emphasis on positive experiences was intended to build
self-esteem and serf-confidence. secondry, it was a method

by which the individuarsf behaviour couLd be monitored by

the therapists.
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Session 4

This session was designed to build verbal assertive

skills and to begin preparing the group members for behav-

ioural rehearsal exercises.

Introductory Procedures

The administration of the Target CompJ-aint Scales, the

group-go-around and the discussion of homework assignments

were completed as described in Sessions 1 and 2.

Group Evaluation

During this session, the women were gÍven an opportun-

ity to provide verbal feedback and to make recommendations

for subsequent sessi-ons. The evaluation was included at

this point in the program in order to determine whether the

content and structure of the sessions were suitable to the

needs of the participants and to enable the therapists to
make any necessary modifications to improve its effective-
ness. At this particular time, changes v¡ere not made to

1975 )

this didacÈic emphasized the importance of expressing

oneself in such a way that he or she assumes ownership of

Èhe messages directed at another person. osborn and Harris
(f975) comment that "this encourages t,hem to clarify their

'wantsr in their own minds and assists them in developing

bhe approach being employed by the practitioners.

Mini-LecÈure: The Ownership of Messages (Osborn Harris,
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conmunication ski1ls which lead to greater autonomy" (p.

111). Two techniques which can be used to demonstrate

ownership of one's messages were described. First of all,
the group members were instructed to use rrlrr statements in
expressing their beliefs, thoughts or feelings. This pro-

cedure assists indivi-duals in accepting responsibility for
their statements rather than projecting blame on another

individual. For example, in the statement, "I feel angry

because you did not phone to say you would be late for
supper", the person accepts responsibilit.y and ownership of
his or her message. Conversely, the statement, "you are

late again! You really donrt care about anyone else around

here", is indirect and does not represent ownership or per-
sonal responsibility for the message.

The second method for "owning" messages which was des-

cribed involves paraphrasing remarks made by others into
the form of questions. For example, an effective paraphrase

to an angry remark nade by another person would be: "Are
you feeling frustrated with me?,, This procedure is impor-

tant because it facilitates verbal interaction rather than

impairing it.

Break

This component is dj-scussed in Session I.
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Structured Exercise: Assertive Statements and Questions

(Osborn & Harris, L975)

The exercise involved rehearsing a number of assertive

statements and questions (Appendix O) individually and j-n

dyads. It was intended to develop verbal assertive respon-

ses which were reinforced with appropriate non-verbal

behaviours. AIso, Ít provided the participants with the

opportunity to practice "owning" their messages by using
rrlrr statements and paraphrased questions.

The exercise was comprised of three segments. First
of all, the participants read through the list of state-
ments and questions individually. Secondly, this procedure

was repeated in dyads so as to enable the women to practice

the assertive responses within a personal interaction. In

this aspect of the exercise, the individuals were asked to

concentrate on their non-verbal behaviours as well. Third-
Ly, each vroman was asked to transcribe their target comp-

laints into rtlrr statements which, then, were rehearsed in
dyads. This final procedure was designed to personalize

the exercise in order that it would be more meaningful for
the group members.

Wrap-Up

This item on the agenda vras completed as it is des-

cribed in the first, session.
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Homework Assignments

Data sheet. The data sheet which was developed by

Richey (cited in Osborn & Harris, 1975) (appendix P) was

a method by which the trainees were abfe to collect data

regarding their assertive behavioural responses in specific

situations during the week. The participants v¡ere asked to

record the assertive behaviour and to rate the response

they received from others as weÌl as the degree of discom-

fort they experienced. This assignment enabled the women

to self-monitor their progress and to identify situations

which were problematic for them.

Satisfactions, achievements, successes. Similarly to

the last session, the participants were instructed to com-

plete this form during the following week.

Reading assignment. The women were asked to read

chapters 9 and 1l in Bloom, Coburn and Pearlman (1975).

Session 5

The purpose of session five was to build assertive

skills in the participants and to increase their exposure

to behavioural rehearsals.

fntroductory Procedures

The Target Complaint Scal-es and the grouP-go-around

vrere completed as di.scussed previously in Sessions t and 2.

Discussion of Homework

During this component of the session's agenda' a spon-
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taneous, yet extremely important discussion emerged. rt
focused on the discomfort the women were beginning to expe-

rience with respect to being assertive. Two significant.
themes were identified within the discourse. First of
all, the women indicated that their newry acquired skilrs
were not being posit.iveJ-y reinforced by their significant
others. subsequentry, they v/ere feeling frustrated, disap-
pointed and discouraged. One group member (Kelly) remarked

that her husband walked away whenever she used ,,r,, state-
ments. Another individual (Alison), who had recently ex-
perienced the death of her mother v¡as feeling particularly
uncomfortable because she was "learning to be assertive
when everything out there Isociety] speaks against i-t.,'
she stated that her mother vras a werr-roved, yet non-asser-
tive, woman who constantry did things for other peopre.

on this basis, the group member feared that she would not
be loved if she became assertive.

The therapists used the discussion to identify four
elements which are associated with the acquisition of
assertive skills. Firstry, assertiveness, is a goar indi-
viduars pursue because they are unhappy wiÈh their current
situation. secondry, asserÈive people are able to do

things for other individuals, however, they do so because

it is a choice they make rather than an expectation Èo

which Èhey succumb passively. Thirdty, the changes which
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occur j-n an individual's personality and behaviour as a
result of the acquisition of new social ski11s frequently
causes significant others to react negatively and, for this
reason, it is important that one is persistent in his or

her assertiveness. Fourth1y, being assertive involves

risks in that significant others may not necessarily

respect one's rights, beliefs or feelings. For these

reasons, the therapists reconì.mended that each participant
assess the personal advantages and disadvantages of
assertiveness in order to determine the significance of
this behaviour for her.

The second theme which emerged in this discussion

focused on power and contror within interpersonar relation-
ships. rt was apparent that some of the discomfort being

experienced by the women at this point in the program Ì,ras

associated with the fact that they vrere equating personar

control and ownership of one's life with the licence to
manipulate and exert power over other individuals. The

therapists, however, stressed that assertive skills are not

intended to be used in cont.rolling or manipurating others.
Antithetically, their objective is to enable a person to
accept responsibility for one's cogniÈions, feelings and

behaviours, and to exert control over one,s ov/n tife whire,
at the same, respecting the rights of oÈhers.
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Break

the purpose and format of this component are described

in Session 1.

Mini-Lecture: Unreasonable Requests

The lecture on unreasonable requests was adapted from

material developed by Baer (1976). Its objectives, first

of aIl, were to emphasize the importance of learning to say

rrNorr when one does not wish to comply with a request.

Secondly, it was designed to provide the particj-pants with

specific verbal assertive skills which could be utilized in

response to unreasonable demands or inconvenient requests.

Pursuant to this, three suggestions outlined by Baer were

presented to the group members. These guidelines for

refusing requests are as followss (1) begin the response

with the word nNorr, (2) speak in a firm voice, and (3) keep

the anss¡er short and clear.

Behavioural Rehearsal

The therapists had intended to provide the partici-

pants with two non-targeted scenarios to be role played in

order to have the participants rehearse the process of

refusing requests. One of the group members (Kelly), how-

ever, wanted to discuss a situation in which she did not

say 'No' to a request. from an estranged friend and, subse-

quently, was experiencing anger, resentment and frustra-

tion. The individual felÈ that she was being used and for
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this reason, wanted to telephone the friend in order to

express her feelings. Pursuant to this, she asked the

other group members for advice in responding to the situ-

ation appropriately. Following supportive and helpful

input, the individual agreed to role play the situation,

identifying the feelings she hoped to share with her

friend.

Wrap-Up

The wrap-up was completed sirnilarly to the description

provided in the first session.

Homework Assignments

The women v¡ere again asked to complete the satisfac-

tions, achievements, successes as well as the data sheets

during the following week. These are discussed in Sessions

3 and 4 respectively.

Writing your own DESC scripts (Bower e Bower, 1976).

The participants $rere given a handout (Appendix Q) developed

by t.hese authors which describes the way to write a script

which can be used in interpersonal conflicts. This was

presented as reading material and was discussed and uti-

lized in Èhe following session.

Session 6

The purpose of Èhis session was to build and streng-

then assert.ive skills.
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Introductory Procedures

The Target Complaint Scales

were completed at Lhe outset of
nents are described in Sessi-ons

Discussion of Homework

and the group-go-around

the session. These compo-

I and 2 of this report.

During the discussion of the previous week's homework,

it became apparent that the participants were no longer
having reservations about becomi-ng assertive. conversery,

they stated that they were beginning to become cognizant of
the benefits of the new beliefs and skills which they !,/ere

acquiring.

Structured Exercise: Usin Expressive Talk to Show Feel-
ings (Bower a Bower, 1976)

The participants were asked to list, several feelings
or emotions they had experienced during the past week in
reaction to specific events or activities and, then, to
write sentences identifying expressions which could be used

to describe the emotions they experienced. Exampres of
this include the folrowing statements: ,'rt was exhilarat-
ing to see the sun shining when r woke up this morning";

"rt was frustrating driving to t.he unj-versiÈy this evening

because the traffic was extremely slow. " when the senten-

ces had been completed, they vJere rehearsed in dyads. rn
practicing their statements, the women were asked to con-

centrate on elements such as voice tone and hand gestures
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and to provide feedback for each other with respect to

these non-verbal behaviours.

The purpose of this exercise was to provide the group

members with the skills which would enable them to express

their feelings both overtly and honestly in specific situ-

ations. Furthermore, this form of disclosure was intended

to enhance their communication skills as well as their

ability to initiate and maintain friendships.

Break

This agendum is discussed in Session 1.

Structured Exercise: Writing Your Own DESC Script (Bower &

Bower,1976)

The DESC script was introduced in order to assist the

participants in approaching conflicts in interpersonal

relationships. DESC is an acronym whereby the letters rep-

resent the four steps constituting the script: (l) D: des-

cribe the problem to the other personr (2) E: express in a

positive $ray the feelings experienced as a result of the

other person's behaviour, (3) S: specify the changes which

are desired in the behaviour of the other individual, and

(4) C: identify the conseguences which will be delivered if

the other person changes his or her behaviourr âs well as

if he or she refuses Èo do so.

The exercise was divided into tv/o separate components.

First of all, the non-Èargeted siÈuation identified in the
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opening page of the handout provided as reading material at

the last session (Appendix Q) was completed and discussed.

Secondly, the individual-s were asked to identify a conflict
or difficulty they had been experiencing in a relationship
and to write a DESC script which could be used to faciti-
tate a resolution to the problem. úthen the scripts had

been completed, each participant $/as given an opportunity

to rehearse her script in dyads. During these role p1ays,

the second individual was j-nstructed to be initially angry

and noncompliant to the message of the script so that the

participants \¡¡ere given practice in dealing with negative

responses and in being persistent in the pursuit of their
goals

Following the rehearsal in dyads, one of the indivi-
duals (Alison) volunteered to discuss and role play her

script in the group setting. Feedback provided by other

group members as well as modelling demonstrated by one of
Èhe therapists was extremely helpful in assisting her to
improve her script.

lVrap-Up

This component is discussed in Session l.
Homework Assignments

In addition Èo completing the satisfactions, achieve-

ments, successes and Èhe data sheet discussed previously

in Sessions 3 and 4, the women v/ere asked to write a DESC
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script based on one of their target complaints and

Líze expressive talk to describe their feelings at
once a day during the following week.

Session 7

to uti-

least

This session was to have been used in order to
rehearse the DESC scripts assigned as homework the previous

week. The objective changed, however, because a signifi-
cant portion of the session was used to respond to a prob-

lem being experienced by one of the group members.

fntroductory Procedures

The Target Complaint Scales and the group-go-around

vrere completed as in previous sessions. These items are

described in the first and second sessions of this report.
Discussion of Homework

During this componenL of the session, Alison identi-
fied a problem which had emerged following a conversation

she had had with her husband. In the previous session,

this individual had written and rehearsed a DESC script for
a conflict she was having with her husband. When it was

introduced to the "in vivo" situation for which it, had. been

prepared, his initial response was positive. The following
d.y, however, he was aloof and nonresponsive to her and as

the week progressed, became emotionally abusive, something

he had done repeatedly in the past. He made remarks such

as3 "Nor¿ I'm beginning to see your reaL personality.', In
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addition to this, he pointed out that the long-term effects
of her childhood sexual victimizati-on vrere being experi-
enced because she chose to experience them. Furthermore,

the individual related that her husband continued to blame

her for the abuse which occurred.

During the discussion of these circumstances, the

other participants were noticeably empathetic, supportive

and encouraging. One group member (Kerri) recommended that
she should continue to be assertive with her husband, and

suggested that he, perhaps, will require time and under-

standing as he worked through the changes he was observing

in his wife. On the other hand, however, the group recog-

nized that it might be necessary for her to terminate the

rerationship if her husband was unable to refrain from the

emotional abuse he frequently initiated.
Break

This component is discussed in Session 1 of this
report.

Wrap-Up

Following Èhe break, the group members requested to
discuss the agenda for the remaining three sessions. They

suggested that the focus for sessions I and g be shifted
from behavioural rehearsals to a discussion of specific
issues associated with their victimization experiences

which currently rr/ere impairing their efforts t,o become
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assertive. They stated that role plays could be incorpora-

ted into the discussi-on, however, they recommended that it
shourd be optional because some of the women had indicated
that they experienced difficulty participating in this
aspect of assertiveness training. The group decided that
the theme of the following session would be personal rights
within intimate relationships. fn addition to discussing

the changes for the following two sessions, the group

members began to plan for the final session.

Homework Assignments

The women were requested to read chapters 12, 13 and

14 in Bloom, Coburn and pearlman (f975) and to complete the

satisfactions, achievements, successes sheet and the data

form described previously in Sessions 3 and 4. Also, they

v/ere asked to think of a situation related to rights in
intimate relationships which they would be prepared to
rehearse in the following session.

Session I
As discussed in the previous session, the group part.i-

cipants requested a shift in the format of the progrârn. rn

response to this suggestion, sessions I and 9 were struc-
tured to be more therapeutic rather Èhan educational in
their focus. rn this session, the issue selected for dis-
cussion was inÈerpersonal rights within intimate relation-
ships.
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Introductory Procedures

This component was used to adminj-ster the Target Com-

plaint Sca1es, and to complete the group-go-around. These

procedures have been discussed previously in Sessions I
and 2.

Group Discussion

The content of this session consisted of a discussion

about intimacy which was defined by the participants as

being a relationship characterized by mutual acceptance,

trust, honesty, respect, caring, sensitivity, sharing of

values, and vulnerability. The discourse identified three

themes which had particular importance and relevance to the

group members.

A difficulty with intimacy. First of all, four of the

five women (Sara, Ke1ly, Alison and Kerri) indicated that
they had difficulty interacting within intimate relation-
ships. Although intimacy generally vras problematic, the

focus of this difficulty varíed. Sara and Kelly indicated

that it was easier for them to be intimate with men than

with women. They stated that !{omen tend to be more compe-

t,itive and, generally, less supporÈive of each other. At

the same Èime, however, each of these individuals indicated

that she was experiencing or had experienced a negative re-
lationship with her mother. Kelly associated this with the

fact that her mother did not protect her from abuse whereas
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sara observed that her mother had been extremely denigrat-
ing towards her.

on the other hand, Alison reported that her inabirity
to trust males made it more difficult for her to be inti-
mate with men as opposed to women. Kerri stated that she

had difficulty with intimacy generarly, particularry after
she had disclosed her sexual abuse to an individual. A

fifth group member (Ruth) indicated that intimacy was not

a difficult issue for her.

The relationship between risk and rights. The second

theme identified invorved the relationship which exists
between risks and rights. The women indicated that it was

more difficult for them to accept their rights in intimate
relationships because of the increased risk and potentiat
for rejection which characterizes them. For this reason,

they reported that they have been more tolerant of subtle
coercion, manipulation and emotional abuse in past, and in
some cases, current relationships.

The group indicated that it was necessary that people

find a balance between rights and risks. They suggested

that this could be achieved as individuars in a relation-
ship make themserves accessible and availabl-e to each other

while concurrentry assuming personal responsibiliÈy t,o be

intolerant and unaccepting of any form of abuse, exploita-
tion or manipulation. Thi-s necessitates, firsÈ of all,
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thaL the individuals establish clear limits and boundaries

for the relationship and, secondly, that they express

honestly their feelings and opinionsr €rs well as their
pains and frustrations.

Intimacy and víctimization experiences. The third

issue which emerged in the group discussion emphasized the

normalcy of difficultíes experienced in intimate relation-

ships by previously abused women. Subsequently, the \¡Jomen

encouraged each other to realize that any difficulties they

experienced with intimacy $/ere associated with the fact

that they had been sexually abused as children. In summa-

rizing the problems with intimacy encountered in a past

relationship, Ruth commented: "I did the best I could and

what I did was the result of past abuse and not because I

vlas crazy. "

Wrap-Up

The group decided that the following session would be

used to discuss sexuality within intimate relationships.

Also, the participanÈs and therapists agreed that an infor-

mal party would be held at the last session.

Session 9

Following the completion of the Target Complaint Scales

and the group-go-around described in Sessions I and 2, the

group discussed sexuality in intimate relationships. A num-

ber of themes which were identified by the participants are
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discussed below.

The Difference Between MaIe and Female Sexuality

First of aII, the group members indicated that there

i-s a basic difference in society's perception of male and

female sexuality. They pointed out that male sexuality
frequently is used to symbolize power and strength whereas

female sexuality is equated with powerlessness. They sug-

gested that the implication of this is the fact that female

sexuality is designed to please men and, subsequently,

causes many vromen to become "dishmops" and to accept any

"garbage" which might be directed at them by rnales.

Control of Sexuality in Intimate Relationships

The element of control within intimate relationships
v/as another issue underrined in this discussion. Each of
the four individuars who attended this session indicated
Èhat the difficulties they experienced in this area Ì¡ras

associated with the need for them to maintain control of
their sexuality within intimate relationships. For exampre,

the women commonly reported that it was both difficutt and

frighÈening for them to request sexual pleasure from a

partner because, in their opinion, such behaviour causes

one to rerinquish personal control to the other person.

rn addition to this, the participants indicated thaÈ they

use different means t.o maintain control of their sexuality.
The choice Èo be non-responsive. AIison and Kerri
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reported that they avoid all sexual sensations because, for
them, sexual pleasure represents a loss of control and

causes them to experience intense guilt. They apparently

believe that their bodies betrayed them during the abusive

encounters because of the involuntary pleasurable response

to sex which they experienced. Furthermore, the belief
that they participated in the victimization encounter will-
ingly, causes them to feel that they were responsible for
it, thereby inundating them with guiIt. Subsequentlyr any

sexual sensations which occur in their current relation-
ships cause them to feel guilty and to fear that they will
lose control.

This creates difficulties for each of these women

within sexual relationships. For example, Alison comment-

ed: "Whenever I feel any sexual sensation, it tells me I'm
in trouble, that f am out of control." For this reason,

she will not allow herself to get to the point. at which her

body will respond to something she cannot conÈrol because

she feels it would increase the risk of being revictimized.
This individual protects herself from this risk by arrowing

herself to become rrrlumbrr during sexual experiences with
her husband in order that she will not feeÌ any pleasure.

Kerrir on Èhe other hand, stated that she protects herself
from further loss of control by avoiding sexual relation-
ships altogether.
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The choice to be responsive. The experiences of Sara

and Ruth were somewhat different. Each of these individuals

indicated that they did not experience any pleasure during

the sexual abuse because they disassociated themselves from

the encounter aS a means of maintaini-ng a sense of control.

Sara reported that she would detach herself from the situa-

tion emotionalty by "going off to the other side of the

room" and, although this made her father "damned mad", she

refused to be responsive in order to maintain control and,

thereby, protect herself.

In addition to this, both participants stated that

they have difficulty achieving orgasms in their current

sexual relationships with their husbands. In view of the

fact these individuals feel compelled to maintain control

of the sexual relationship, they stated that they have to

give themselves permission to decide cognitively whether or

not they wiII be orgasmic in a specific situation.

The Need to Separate the Past from the Present

A third theme which was identified cent.red on the

importance of separating the past from the present if pre-

viously abused v¡omen are to achieve any satisfaction in

their sexual relationships. Sara and Ruth, who appeared to

be more adjusted in their sexual-ity, emphasized that the

satisfaction they enjoyed in their current relaÈionship was

dependent on their ability to separate the experiences of
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the sexual victimization from those of the present. They

indicated that an important factor in Lhis is the recogni-
tion of choice. For example, Ruth stated that she needs

to remind herself that she relates to her husband sexualry

because it is a choice she makes rather than a response to
coercion. Also, both rtromen pointed out that a key to
accepting and experiencing their sexuality was the abirity
to distinguish the offender from their partner.

Wrap-Up

Prior to ending the group for the evening, the parti-
cipants and therapists volunteered to bring specific food

and beverage items for the social time to be held following
the compretion of the various evaluative measures in the

final session.

Session t0

Administration of the Evaluat.ive Measures

The participants completed the Target Complaint

scares, the Assertion rnventory and the Hudson rndex of
self-Esteem similarry to the description provided in ses-

sion 1. Also, a clienÈ satisfaction guestionnaire (Appen-

dix E) was distributed in order to obtain feedback on the

overall benefits of the program and to give the group

members an opportunity to make recommendations for improv-

ing subsequent groups of this nature. rn addition to the

completion of the measures, this Èime was used to inform
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the participants that a six-week follow-up session would be

held. The therapists indicated that each member would be

reminded of this session by telephone.

Wrap-Up

The remainder of the evening was used for a social

gathering which was intended to give the program a sense of

closure within an informal and pleasant sÈructure.

Follow-Up Session

The follow-up was held six weeks following the group's

terminat,ion. Its purpose was twofold: (1) to administer

the evaluative measures and (2) to discuss any current

assertiveness problems the individuals may have been expe-

riencing.

Completion of the Evaluative lleasures

The participants completed the Target Complaint

Scales, the Assertion Inventory and the Hudson Index of
Self-Esteem. The procedure for the administration of these

measures has been discussed previously in Session t.
Discussion of the Participants' Current Situation

When the administ.ration of the measures was completed,

the individuals were given an opportunity Èo share any

experiences of the previous six weeks. The discussion that
followed focused on the progress each individual had made

in consolidating the assertive changes which had occurred

in her life. These will be addressed in the following

section of this report.



Results
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Analysis of Data

Target Complaint Scales (TCS) (Mintz a Kiesler, 1982)

(Àppendix B)

The data obtained by the TCS was analyzed by means

of visual graphs which !.¡ere used to compare any changes

which occurred between the A and B phases of the design.

There were two underlying assumptions contained in this
procedure. First of all, the patterns identified in the A

phase were expected to continue over time unless an inter-

vention to promote change was implemented (Bloom & Fischer,

1982). Secondly, the assertiveness traini-ng, introduced

during the B phaser wâs a systematic intervention designed

to modify these target problems. A comparison of the

intensity of Èhe problematic behaviour during these phases

enabled the practitioners to determine whether changes

occurred in the desired direction (Bloom & Fischer, 1982).

The visual inspection of the graphs considered three

attributes: (1) level, (2) trend, and (3) stability (Bloom

& Fischer, 1982). The leve] refers to the magnitude of the

data. The trend or the slope refers to the directionality
of the data within one phase and indicates a pattern which

represents either an increasing, decreasing or flat level

of magnitude. StabiliÈy refers to Èhe extent the direction

of Èhe data can be predicted from a prior to a later period.

In the comparison of the baseline and inÈervention period,
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these attributes were used to determine three factors: (1)

any di-scontinuiti-es, meaning changes in levels between the

two phases, (2) changes j-n the trend of the data, and (3) a

pattern of stability or consi-stency in the trend during the
intervention.

!{ithin this analysis, greater magnitud.es of the TCS

represent a deterioratj_on and, subsequently, r¡¡ere undesired.
rt was expected that the introduction of the assertiveness
trainíng program within the B phase would be followed by a
decrease in the leveIs of the probrems as welr as a change

in the trend of the data across phases. vùith respect to
this latter element, it was expected that a flat or rising
baseline would be followed by a deceleration of the data

throughout the intervention.

Clinically significant change was determined by

scores of 4 or less on a Tcs at terminat j-on and f ollo$/-up.
This score indicated that the targeted problem no longer
existed or that it was very slight.. rt is an arbitrary
criterion, however, it does have face validity.

Global Measures

The data from the Assertion fnventory (af¡ (Gambrill

& Richey, 1975) (Appendix c) and the Hudson rndex of self-
Esteem (ISE) (Hudson, 1982) (Appendix D) were evaluated by

means of visual graphs. similarty to the Tcs, greater mag-

niÈudes are undesired and, therefore, a decrease in the
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level of the scores between the pretest and posttest was

expected. Furthermore, assertiveness training is designed

to provide partici-pants with the skiIls which enable them

to improve their behaviour on a continued basis. For this
reason, a further decrease Ín the level of the data for

both instruments was predj-cted between the posttest and

follow-up test.

The clinical significance of the changes hrere deter-

mined by scores which were below the recommended cutting
points for each measure. On the basis of this criterion
for both dimensions of the ÀI, 96 and above is indicative

of a high degree of discomfort while 105 and above signi-
fies low response probability. A score of 31 and above on

the ISE represents clinically significant low self-esteem.

Individual Results

Sara

Targeted Behaviours

Eight target complaints were identified during the

assessmenÈ of this subject. These targeted behaviours as

well as the results obtained at. the baseline, termination

and follow-up are provided in Tab1e 1. DaÈa obtained at

the termination of the program indicated that clinically
significant changes occurred in 75t (6) of t.he targets.

other words, these problems bothered t,his individual only

fn

a

little or not at all. At the follow-up this index



TABLE ].
TCS Raw Scores for Sara

Targeted Problem

I. Realizing that, my opinion is still valid
even if it is different from that of my
husband or another close person and that
I can choose to act in opposition to
their wishes.

2. Friends - making demands on my time
3. Not knowing when I have the right to

express my feelings, particularly when
I know or anticipate they are directly
opposed to my husband or another close
person.

4. Friends - making demands on them

5. Asking for help from working colleagues
6. I cantt be assertive until f can

recognize what I like/dislike or
wantr/don't want.

7. Irm often afraid to ask questions of
sales personnel or doctors about pro-
ducts, programs or needs I have.

8. I want to have a greater sense of
control with i1l-behaved children
in my classroom.

Baseline

NOTE: Maximum Score = 13 (couldn't be worse)

Termination FoIIow-Up

9 10

I0 7

7

I
II

7

7

10

I
I

IO

t0

7

4

4

Minimum Score = I (not at all)

4

3

4

I

ts
H
N
I
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increased to include 87.5t of the targets. only target #2

continued to be a problem for this subject at the follow-
up.

Two of the behaviours which v¡ere modified v¿ere parti-
cularly signifÍcant. First of all, sara reported that the
amount of disturbance she fert because of target #l which
reads, "Realizing that my opinion is stirr valid even if it
is different from that of my husband or another close per-
son and that r can choose to act in opposition to their
wishes", was pretty much to very much during the baseline.
At the termination, she reported that the problem bothered
her a little whereas follow-up results reflected additional
j-mprovement. substantiation for these changes were provid-
ed in comments made by sara at the follow-up session. she

observed:

Iprior to the assertiveness training, ] I would

not have feelings because I had to look after
the feelings of others. Their feelings were

more inportant than mine. Now I donrt have to
be responsible for their feelings or reactions,
that is, their reactions do not have to control
me.

Secondly, complaint *3,
righÈ to express my feelings,
anticipate they are directly

"Not knowing when I have the

particularly when I know or

opposed to my husband or
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another close person, rr was reported as being very much a

difficulty for this subject prior to the introduction of
the assertion program. Results obtained at termination

and follow-up, however, demonstrated that this target no

longer continued to be a significant problem. This was

validated at the follow-up session as well, in that Sara

reported that the training had helped her to recognize and

accept the fact that she has rights in interpersonal rel-a-

tionships.

Global Behaviours

Assertion inventory (AI) (Gambrill a Richey, 1975)

(Appendix C). Results obtained on the two dimensj-ons of
the AI prior to the treatment program indicated that this
individual experienced a high degree of discomfort and was

likely to be non-assertive (Response Probability) when con-

fronted with specific assertíve situations (See Fígures I
and 2'). Àlthough the scores were reduced substantially,
Sara continued to experience difficulty wiÈh discomfort at

both the posÈtest and follow-up test. On the second dimen-

sion of the scale, posttest data continued to show low

response probability, however the score obtained aÈ the

follow-up v¡as below the recommended cut-off point., meani-ng

that the likelihood of her engaging in assertive behaviour

eJas high.
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Hudson index of self-esteem (ISE) (Hudson, 1982) (Ap-

pendix D). On the basis of the recommended cut-off point,

results obtained on the ISE at the pretest indicated that

Sara had clinically signifÍcant low self-esteem (see Figure

3). There, essentiallyr \¡râs no change in this problem at

the posttest. Improvement had occurred at the completion

of the follow-up period; however, her low self-esteem con-

tinued to have some significance clinically.

Summary

Of the eight targeted behaviours identified in Sarars

assessmenÈ, 752 (6) and 87.5t (7) were no longer signifi-
cant problems at the termination and follovr-up respective-

ly. Also, the score on the Response Probability dimension

of the AI was reduced below the recommended cuttlng point

at the follow-up test. The degree of discomfort, although

being substantially reduced, continued to be problemaÈic.

In addition to this, Sara continued to have clinically

significant low self-esteem at. the follow-up; however, the

problem was less severe than it had been at the pretest..

KeIly

TargeÈed Behaviours

Six target. complaints were identified in the assess-

ment scheme of this individual ( see Table 2') . AÈ both the

termination and follow-up of the assertiveness training,
clinically significant changes were recorded in all sj-x



TÀBLE 2
TCS Raw Scores for Kelly

TargeLed Problem

l. To have conf j-dence in my own opinion
with my in-Iaws.

2. Being able to say rrNor' without f eeling
guilt.y.

3. Being able to say I'Irm sorry" without
feeling j-nferÍor or guilty.

4. Itrs for me to admit. f rm wrong even
when I know Irm wrong.

5. Being able to express myself without
blowing up when Irm angry.

6. To have confidence in my own opinion
with my colleagues at work.

NOTE: Maximum Score = 13 (couldn't be worse)

Baseline

4

11

6

5

9

4

Termination FoI1ow-Up

I

It{inimum Score = I (not at alt)

I

ts
ts
Or

I
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targets. The most substantial change occurred in target

#2 which reads, "Being able to say 'No' without feeling
guilty. " Príor to the training, the client rated the in-
tensity of the problem as being between the very much and

couldn't be s¡grEe range whereas at termination, she indica-
ted that this difficulty no longer dj-sturbed her. There

was a slight deterioration at the follow-up, however, the

problem continued to be very slight.
Globa1 Behaviours

Assertion inventory. As displayed in Figures I and

2, the initial administration of the Af demonstrated,

firstly, that this subject experienced a high degree of

discomfort in specific situations and, secondly, that she

$ras unlikely to assert herself in Lhese situations. post-

test and follor^¡-up data showed a significant decrease in
the degree of discomfort as well as an increase in the

number of assertj-ve responses. Subsequently, these ele-
ments \^/ere no longer problematic for this individual.

Index of self-esteem. As displayed in Figure 3,

results of the ISE obtained before the assertion program

indicated that Kelly did not have a significant problem

with low self-esteem. At the same time, however, posttest

and follo$¡-up data demonstrated Èhat there had been an

increase in self-esteem following the program.
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Summary

Clinically significant changes occurred at both the

termination and follow-up of the program in l00t of the

target complaints which had been identified in the assess-

ment scheme for Kelly. This lrlas consistent with changes

recorded by the aI. At both the posttest and follo\^¡-up

test, the scores reflected low discomfort and high response

probability. Low self-esteem was not a problem for this

individual.
Ruth

Targeted Behaviours

The targeted behaviours as well as the scores for

this individual are displayed in Table 3. Results of the

TCS indicated that change had occurred in the desired

direction for each of the five targets, however, these

changes r¡rere clinically significant only in 20t (target

#f) and 40t (targets #f and 2) at termination and follow-up

respectively. At the baseline, the amount of disturbance

caused by target *1 which reads, "Being able to state my

point of view to people I'm close to without fear of being

rejected", $ras rated as couldn't be worse by the subject.

At the completion of the assertion program, the problem

bothered her only a liÈtle while at the follow-up it had

been almost negated entirely. Similarly, Ruth indicated

that during the baseline, target *2, which reads, "turning



TABLE 3
TCS Raw Scores for Ruth

Targeted Problem

l. Being able to state my point of view
to people Irm close to without. fear
of being rejected

2. Turning down a request for a favour,
borrowing or helping in some r"ray. i

3. I would IÍke to be able to express
myself honestly with both men and women.

4. Being able to say rrNorr without getting
angry or being afraid that they will
become angry, especially with people
who think they are better than me.

5. Being able to talk to men as an equal
without fearing that the interaction
will become sexual.

NOTE: l"laximum Score = 13 (couldnrt be worse)

Basel-ine

13 13 10

13

10

13

Termination Fol1ow-Up

13

10

13

10

10

13

10 13 10

Minimum Score = I (not at all)

I

ts
F
\0

I
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down a request for a favour, borrowing or helping some

v¡ay", couldn't be worse. At the termination, she reported

that it was between the pretty much and a little range.

FolIow-up data indicated that the problem had been reduced

so that it disturbed her only a little. Three of the behav-

iours (targets #3, 4 and 5) continued to be problematic for
this client at the follow-up.

Globa1 Behaviours

Assertion inventory. Results obtained prior to the

introduction of the assertiveness training reflected a high

degree of discomfort and a low response probability for this
individual (see Figures 1 and 2). At the completion of the

program, the scores had been reduced below the respective

cutting-points for each dimension. Measures t.aken at the

follow-up indicated that the improvement in assertive
responses had been maJ-ntained, however, the level of dis-
comfort had deteriorated to the point that it was a signi-
ficant problem once again.

Index of self-esteem. A comparison of the three data

points obtained by the ISE indicated that there had been a

substantial increase in the self-esteem of t.his individual
following the assertiveness training (see Figure 3). The

pretest score was indicative of a clinically significant.
problem, however, the addit.ional data points demonstraÈe

that, it had been negated at the completion of the therapy
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group as well as at the folIow-up session.

Summary

Data obtained by the TCS, demonstrated that Ruthrs

behaviour had been modified in each of the five targets
identified during the baselj-ne. One (20t) of these changes

was clinically significant at the compl-etion of the group

sessions while two (40t) v/ere significant at the follow-up.

A comparison of the AI test results showed a significant
improvement in the number of assertive responses at termi-
nation and follov¡-up. Arso, there was a marked decrease in
discomfort experienced in assertive situations, however,

this issue continued to create difficulty for Ruth. Fol-
lowing the assertiveness traíning, low self-esteem discon-

tinued to be problematic. This improvement was sustained

throughout the follow-up period as wel1.

AIison

Targeted Behaviours

During the assessment of this individual, ten target
complaints were identified. They are described in Table 4

along with the baseline, termination and follow-up scores.

An analysis of the data indicated that clinically signifi-
cant change was evident, in targets *3 and #8 at both ter-
mination and follow-up. prior to the therapy group, the

subject rated the intensity of the difficulty created by

target *3 which reads, "q/hen my husband grabs me or teasestr,



TABLE 4
TCS Raw Scores for Alison

Targeted Problem

1. Expressing my opinions and feelings in
si-t,uations.

2. When my husband makes a sexual advance
and I donrt wish to respond.

3. When my husband grabs me or teases me.
4. When my husband makes hurtful remarks.
5. When my children are dawdling either

getting ready t.o go out or when get.ting
ready for bed.

6. !{hen my children are teasing or fight-
ing each other.

1. l{hen I want to buy or have bought.
something.

8. When my husband quest.ions me about
spending money.

9. When my f ather or brother ask to t.ake
the children out alone.

I0.When my father acts unkindly or nega-
tively towards the children.

NOTE: Maximum Score = 13 (couldn't be worse)

Baseline

10 L2

12 12

L2 t2
10 12

13 11

13 L2

10 13

11 13

T2 12

T2 L2

11 10

12 L2

10 7

11 4

L2 T2

L2 L2

Termination Fol1ow-Up

4

2

7

9t2

11 12

L2 10

12 1l-

2

6

9

l4inimum Score = I (not at all)

10

2

2

I

10

I

ts
N
N

I
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between the very much and couldnrt be worse range whereas

target #8, "When my husband questions me about spending

money"r wâs described as couldnrt be worse. At termina-
tion, however, these difficulties bothered her only a

little and by the follow-up, further improvement indicated
that they had practically cleared up.

rn addition to this, significant changes occurred in
targets #1, #2 and #7 at the fol-low-up on1y. For example,

targeÈ #2 which reads, "When my husband makes a sexual

advance and r don't wish to respotrd", $¡as scored between

very much and couldn't be worse during the basel-ine. At

the follow-up, this troubled her only a littre. comments

made by Alison at the follow-up session provide additional
support for the changes reflected in this target. At that
time, she reported that the assertiveness training had made

her cognizant of Èhe fact she has the right to make choices

in situations. She sÈated: ,'Regardless of what I do, or
how t,he oÈher person responds, r can choose what r do. rt
feels good. "

Resurts obtained at the Èerminati-on of the program

indicated that clinicalry significant changes had occurred

in targets #4 and 9, however, these changes were not sus-

tained throughout the follow-up period. subsequentry, five
(50t) of the targets continued to be a significant problem

for this individual. Conversely, five (s0t) of the com-
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plaints had been minimized.

Global Behaviours

Assertion inventory. The results obtained on the AI

at the pretest indicated that Alison experienced signifi-
cant discomfort when confronted with specific assertive

situations (see Figures I and 2). Additionally, the data

demonstrated that the probability of this individual engag-

ing in assertive behaviour r^Jas low. Data collected at the

posttest and follow-up showed that little change had occur-

red j-n her difficulty with discomfort. The follow-up data

point, however, demonstrated a marked increase in response

probability so that there was no longer a clinically signi-
ficant problem in this area.

Index of self-esteem. Following the initial adminis-

tration of the ISE, Alison was classified as having a cli-
nically significant problem with respect to low self-esteem.

The results are displayed in Figure 3. The posttest mea-

surement indicated that Èhere had been a deterioration in
this difficult,y. At the completion of the follow-up period,

there was an improvement; however, the individual's low

seÌf-esteem continued t.o be clinically significant.
Summary

During Alj-sonrs assessment, ten targeted behaviours

r¡rere ident.ified. At boÈh the terminatiori and follow-up of

the program, change had occurred j.n the desired direction
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for aIr of the targets. crinically significant change was

achieved in 408 (4) and 508 (5) of the behaviours at termi-
nation and forlow-up respect5-vely. Results obtained on the

Ar demonstrated a significant improvement in assertive
responses, however the degree of discomfort remained above

the cutting point. Follow-up data of the rsE showed that
the assertivenes training did not have an impact on the row

self-esteem of this individual.

Kerri
Targeted Behaviours

The assessment scheme of this individual was used to
identify six targeted behaviours which are described in
Table 5. Data collected at the termination and foll-o$/-up

sessions indicated that clinically significant change had

occured in one (17*) of the targets (target #3). This tar-
get. which reads rrr am confused between what is aggression

and what is assertion" vras reported to be very much a prob-

lem for this individual during the baserine. At the com-

pletion of the program, however, the extent of this problem

r¡ras rated as being a little and, at follow-up, it. was

scored between a litt1e and not at alt.
Arthough the change was not clinically significant,

substantial improvement, however, did occur in target *4 as

well. During the baseline, the extent. of the difficurty
caused by this target which reads, "r have difficulty with



TABLE 5
TCS Raw Scores for Kerri

Targeted Problem

I. I have difficulty expressing my emotions
to others.

2. I cannot ask for my own needs t,o be met.

3. I am confused between what is aggression
and what is assertion.

4. I have difficulty with males in power
positions.

5. f have difficulty with intimacy in rela-
tionships with males.

6. I cannot be assertive sexually.

NOTE: Maximum Score = 13 (couldn't be worse)

Baseline

9

T2

I

10

10

T2

11

9

10

9

10

10

I

10

9

11

10

10

Termination Fol1ow-Up

7

4

I

10

IO

Minimum Score = I (not at all)

I

3

I

ts
lv
o\

I
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males in power positionsr" was rated in the range of very

much to couldn't be worse. By the follow-up session, it

had been reduced so that it was within the pretty much and

a little range. Observations offered by Kerri- during the

Iatter part of the training program affirmed this change.

At that time, she stated that she was beginning to realize

all males do not abuse and exploit positions of power. In

fact, she indicated that, in some case, gentleness in males

could be equated with positions of power, a bel.i-ef which

she previously had been unable to accept. Furthermore, she

reported at the follow-up session that it had become easier

for her to accept males in positions of power and authority

as long as she remained relaxed and took the time to clarify

her rights in the situation.

Global Behaviours

Àssertion inventory. As displayed in Figures I and

2t responses obtained on the AI prior to the therapy group

reflected a high degree of discomfort and a low response

probability for t.his individual. The score on the discom-

fort dimension of the scale remained constant throughout

the program, however it dropped below the cut-off point at

the folJ-ow-up. Results obtained on the response dimension

indicated thaÈ a change in the desired direction had occur-

red at both the termination and folloer-up. In fact, t.he

score at the final data point had been reduced to the
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extent that it was equivalent to the cutting point for low

response probability.

Index of self-esteem. Results obtained at the pre-

test identified the existence of a clinically significant
problem for this individual (see Figure 3). Data collected
at the posttest and follow-up, ho\^/ever, indicated that this
low self-esteem had been modified so that it no longer was

a significant problem.

Summary

Six target complaints $¡ere identified in the assess-

ment scheme of this individual. At both the termination

and follow-up of the program, the amount of disturbance she

felt had been reduced i-n each of the targets. Only one

(f7t) of these behaviours, however, ceased to be a clini-
cal1y significant problem. Scores obtained at the pretest

of the AI indicated that Kerri experienced a high degree of
discomfort in assertive situations and that. the rikerihood

of her behaving assertively in these situations vras low.

At the follow-up, an improvemenÈ was evident on both dimen-

sions. At that time, discomfort was no longer classified
as a significant problem whereas response probability had

been reduced to the cut-off poinÈ. In addition to this,
results of the fSE demonstrated that a clinically signifi-
cant change had occurred in Kerrits self-esteem beÈween the

pretest and follorrr-up test.



FIGURE 1

lndlvidual Scores for the Asserilon lnventoryi
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FIGURE 2

lndlvldual Scores for the Assertlon lnventory: Response Probability (Gambritt & Rlchey, 1925)
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FIGURE 3

lndlvidual scores for the Hudson lndex of self-Esteem (Hudson, 1gg2)
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Group Results

Targeted Behaviours

Of the varj-ous themes reflected in the target com-

plaints of the group participants, four were common to, at
least, two of the subjects: (r) the expression of opinions,
feelings and beliefs, (2) saying I'Norr or turning d.own

requests, (3) understanding and accepting personal rights,
and (4) requesting help in specific situations.
The Expression of Feelings, Beliefs and Opinions

During the assessment period, each of t,he individuals
were identified as having clinically significant probrems

in expressing their feelings, beliefs and opinions (see

Figure 4). The subjects as well as their targeted behav-

iours are listed below.

even

close

t.heir

in-laws.

3. Ruth:

people I rm close

4. Alison:

situations.

5. Kerri:

to others.

1. Sara: Realizing that my opinion is stilt valid
if it is different from that of my husband or another

person and that. f can choose to act in opposition to
wishes.

2. Kelly: To have confidence in my opinion with my

Being able t.o state my point of view to
t,o wit.hout fear of being rejected.

Expressing my opinions and feelings in

I have difficulty expressing my emotions
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Target Complaint Scale scores for the expres5ion of
feelings, beliefs and opinions
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FIGURE 4 (con't)
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Results obtained by the Target Complaint Scales indi-
cated that change had occurred in the desired direction for
each of the five subjects. Of these changes, three (60t)

r¡¡ere clinically significant at the completion of the asser-

Lion training and four (80t) at the six-week follow-up.
Saying "No" or Turning Down Requests

Baseline data indicated that four participants had

extreme difficulty refusing requests (see Figure 5). They

are as follows:

1. Sara: Friends -- makj-ng demands on my time.

2. Kelly: Being able to say "No, without feeling
guilty.

3. Ruth: Turning down a request for a favour, bor-
rowing or helping in some r.ray.

4. Alison: When my husband makes a sexual advance

and I donft wish to respond.

Results obtaj-ned at the completion of the training
program showed an improvement in the targeted behaviours

for each of the subjects, however, only one (259) of the

changes had clinical significance. At the completion of
the follow-up period, significant changes had occurred in
3 ( 75t ) of the targets.

Understanding and Accepting personal RighÈs

Prior to Èhe assertiveness t,raining, the capacity to
understand and accept personal rights was significantly
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FIGURE 5

Target Complaint Scale scores for refusing requests
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problematic for Sara, Ke1ly, Ruth and Alison (see Figure

6). The target complaints for these individuals are des-

cribed below:

1. Sara: Not knowing when I have the right to
express my feelings particularly when I know or anticipate
they are directly opposed to my husband or another close

person.

2. Kelly: Being able to say lrm sorry without feel-
ing inferior or guilty (t.his target is assocj-ated with the

right to make mistakes).

3. Ruth: I would like to be able to express myself

honestly with both men and women.

4. A1ison: When my husband makes a sexual advance

and I donrt wish to respond.

Results obtained at the termination of the program

showed that clinically significant changes occurred in z

(50t) of the targets whereas at the follow-up, this index

increased to 3 (Zst).

Requesting Help

During the baseLine period, two subjects were

assessed as having significanÈ difficulty in reguesting

help from other individuals (see Figure 7). They are as

follows:

1. Sara: Friends -- making demands on them.

2. Kerri: I cannoÈ ask for my own needs t,o be met.
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FIGURE 6

Target Complaint Scale scores for understanding and accepting rights
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FIGURE 7

Target Complaint Scores for requesting help
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Although results obtained at the termination and

follow-up showed an improvement in each behaviour, the onry

change of clinicar significance was record.ed at the follow-
up in I (508) of the targers.
Additional Themes

Another theme identified by the participants as being
problematic for them was the "caretaking syndrome" which

refers to the compursion they had. to assume responsibility
for the needs of other individuals, frequently at the
expense of their own. This issue was not identified as a
target during the baserine period and, subsequently, sta-
tistical data is not available. Four (sara, Kelly, Arison
and Kerri) of the group members, however, reported that the
assertiveness Lraining helped to riberate Èhem from this
responsibility. They stated that the program, firstry,
enabled them to realj-ze that they are noÈ responsible for
the needs, feelings and behaviour of all significant others.
secondly, it caused Èhem to rearize that it is their choice
to determine whom they wilr help in specific situations and,,

thirdly, that they do not have to feel guirty when they
decide it is inappropriate or inconvenient to assume

responsibilit.y for the needs of another.
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Global Behaviours

Assertion Inventory

Degree of discomfort. The results of the dimension

of the AI are displayed in Table 6. At the pretest, the

scores of the five subjects exceeded the recommended cut-
ting point, indicating that each one experienced a high

degree of discomfort when confronted with assertive s.itua-

tions. Results obtained at the termination of the program

indicated that clinically significant changes had occurred

for two (40t) of the subjects (Kelly and Ruth). At the

follow-up, Kel1y showed continued improvement whereas Ruth

had deteriorated to the extent that discomfort was a signi-
ficant problem once again. For a third subject (Kerri),

this issue no longer had clinical significance at the

follow-up. Thus, clinically significant changes occurred

TABLE 6

Group results for the
Àssertion Inventory: Degree of Discomfort
(Gambrill & Richey, I975)

t96 îgS

N Pretest,
Posttest
Fol1ow-Up

NOTE: 596 = High Discomfort
€95 = Low Discomfort

50
32
32
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in 2 (40s) of the subjects at the completion of the foll-ow-

up period. Three (60t) of the subjects continued to have

difficulty on this dimension.

Response probability. As shown in Table 7, the scores

of 5 (1008) of the paticipants indicated a low response pro-
bability prior to the intervention. Results obtained when

the scale was administered at termination and folrow-up,
however, showed an increase in assertive responses for all
five subjects. At the posttest, two (4ot) of the subjects
(Kelly and Ruth) scored below the cut-off point whereas four
(80t) (Xefty, Ruth, Sara and Alison) did so at the follow-
up. Thus, ât the completion of the follow-up period, clin-
ically significant change had occurred with respect to
response probability in four (808) of the subjects. The

score for the fifth individual (Kerri), reflected low

TABLE 7

Group results for the
Assertion Inventory: Response probability
(Gambrill & Richey, 1975)

t105 < 104

Pretest
Posttest
Follow-Up

5
3
t

N 0
2
4

NOTE: 5I05 =
<104 =

Low Response Probability
High Response Probability
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response probability, however, her score was on the cutting
point.

Hudson Index of Self-Esteem

Results for the ISE are shown in Tabl-e 8. At the

pretest, only one (208) subject (Kelly) was classified as

having high self-esteem. Scores for the other four (809)

individuals were indicative of low self-esteem. Posttest

data demonstrated that this problem had been significantly

modified in one (25t) of the subjects (Ruth), a change

which was sustained throughout the follow-up as we1l. In

addition to this, a second subject (Kerri) no longer had

low self-esteem at the follow-up. Thus, change that was

clinically significant occurred in two ( 50t ) of the sub-

jects who had low self-esteem prior to the intervention

whereas the scores for two (50t) of the subjects remained

above the cutting point.

TABLE 8

Group results for the
Hudson Index of Self-Esteem (Hudson, 1982 )

>31 <30

Pretest
PosttesÈ
Fo1low-Up

N I
2
3

4
3
2

>31
<30

Clinically significant problem
No cLinically significant problem

NOTE:
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Client Satisfaction Questionnaire (Appendix E)

The resul-ts of the client satisfactíon questionnaire

are shown in Table 9. For evaluative purposes, this measure

can be divided into three categories: (1) the structure and

the components of the sessions (items I to 8), (2) the

presence of the male therapist (items 9 and 10), and (3)

issues related to the needs of the participants ( items 11

to 16).

The Structure and the Components of the Sessions

All the participants rated the helpful-ness of the

group structure (Item #1) as moderately helpful to very

he1pful. Of the various instructional components utilized
in the program, structured exercises (Item #2), selected

group discussions (Item #5), printed handouts (Item #6) and

assigned readings (Item #7), generally were rated as being

the most useful. BehaviouraL rehearsals (Item #4) and

homework assignments (Item #8), on the who1e, !.rere less

helpful.

The Presence of Èhe Male Therapist

Results obtained on It.em #9 indicate that four parti-
cipants considered the presence of a male therapist to be

very helpful whereas, in the opinion of one individual, it
was slightly helpful. In the space provided for additional
comments (Item fIO), the group members commonly reported

thaÈ Èhe availability of a male opinion and perspect,ive was
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extremely useful. Furthermore, individuals reported a male

therapist assisted them in learning to differentiate trust-

worthy males from those who are abusive and exploitive.

Examples of specific comments are provided in Table 9.

The Needs of the Participants

À11 five participants indicated that the assertive-
ness training was moderately helpful to very helpful in

meeting their needs (Item #tf¡. The group experience was

most helpful in that it introduced the participants to

other women who had been sexually victimized in childhood

(Item #14). Four subjects reported that this was very

helpful for them whil-e the fifth subject indicated it was

moderately helpful. Also, the program v¡as considered to be

moderately helpful to very helpful in reducing irrational-

beliefs about behaving assertively (Item #13). Four indi-
viduals responded to ltem #16 by stating that more sessions

were required to address the various issues adequately,

whereas one individual was undecided.



TABLE 9

Please help us to improve our program by answering some questions about the group you attended.
We are interested in your honest opinions, whether they are positive or negative. please check(y') in the column that best indicales your response to the q-uestion. Wê aiso request your
additional comrnents and suggestions. Thank you very much for your co-operation. ffe appreciate
your help.

A) Questions Related to the Components of the Training Program

Assertiveness Training Group:

I. The structure of the group sessions consisted of
sharing experiences of the past week, discussing
homework, a mini-lecture which focused on some
assertion issue, coffee break, structured exercises
and dj-scussion. Was this structure helpful?

2. To what extent were the
performed in the group

3. To what extent were
material) helpful?

4 To what extent $rere the behavioural rehearsals
helpful?

5.

Evaluation Quest.ionnaire

6.

To what extent were the
topics of intimacy and

To what extent were the various handout materials
helpful?

structured exercises
sessions helpful?

the mini-lectures (presented

group selected discussion
sexuality helpful?

Not Slightly Moderately Very
Helpful Helpful Helpful Helpful

I

I

t

2

3

I

1

2

I

PÈ
dì

I

2

2

2

2

3

3



7.

8.

To what extent were
book helpful?

ô

To what extent were the homework

To what extent was the
in this kind of group

10. could you-please specify your reasons for the answer provided in euestion 9. rfadditional space is required, please use the back of ïf¡is p.g".
- There is something reassuring about _being able to see a so-called "healthy' male in acommunicating situation; it'a hard for mó to discriminate sometimes between mares youcan trust and ones who are on an ego trip, etc.
- For some of us who have an image of what most men _are tike, it broke that Ímagethat is, being a negative one. Because of our life 

"*p"iiånces, most of us hrere mis-treated by men and, therefore, feel that alr men are järks.
rt allowed for acceptance of a male who was a\üare of the abuse and made me aware thatsome males would react differently towards a situation th;; my husband.

- The male opinion was also important when you needed a balance of ideas from the maleperspective.
r donrt think a woman courd have done a worse or better job; r feer this kind oftherapy is based on personalities, not sex.
r donrt think r was parti-cularly aware of the sex of the therapists.

the assigned readings from the

presence of
helpful ?

exercises helpful?

a male therapist

Not
Helpful

slightly
Helpful

Moderately
Helpful

3

I

2

Very
Helpful

I

3

1

4

I

HÈ\¡
I



B) General Questions

11.

12. To what extent
increasing your

TO
in

what extent was the
meeting your needs?

13. To what extent was theyour irrational beliefs
14. To what extent was

introducing you to
victimized?

15. Overal1, to what extent was
helpful ?

was the training helpful
se1 f-conf i dence ?

16.

training you received helpful

were the number of sessions adeguate? please comment.
I think more sessj-ons are necessary and it would be helpful to have a support groupestablished after the trust in the group is established.
I think for.a real.change in my assertive behaviour, it would take a much longer, muchmore intensive training period.

- yes and No. r think if we h,ere involved in a group for abused people we could haveshared a lot of Èhe things we shared at this gíoup'and would have been able to concen-trate more on assertion training.

Additional Comments and Suggestions:

training helpful
about behaving

the group experience
other women who had

in terms of

in reducing
assertively?

Not
Helpful

this group experience

helpful by
been sexually

Slightly
Helpful

Moderately
Helpful

2

4

Very
Helpful

I

3

I

1

2

2

2

4

3

I

Põ
@

I
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This present study sought to deverop and systematic-
ally evaluate an assertiveness training program for women

sexuarry abused in childhood or adorescence whose promÍnent

behavioural patterns incruded non-assertiveness. The group

had a twoford emphasis. First of all, it focused on teach-
ing assertive skills to the participants by means of various
training techniques and structured exercises. secondly, it
endeavoured to remediat.e problems identified clinically as

producing difficulties in the individuals' current adjust-
ment. vtith respect to this, a mare co-therapist was utilized
in order to assist the women in resolving the problems they
encountered within heterosociar rerationships. Àddition_
ally, stress-provok5-ng issues such as intimacy and control
of sexuality, identified during the group process, were

addressed as well_.

The Effectiveness of the Assertiveness Training
The effectiveness of this study was evaluated by four

measures. The Target Complaint Scale (Mintz & Kiesler,
1982) (appendix B) was used to evaluate focused behaviours
on a repeated basis throughout the program. The Assertion
Inventory (Gambrill & Richey, I}TS) (appendix C) and the
Hudson rndex of self-Esteem (Hudson, rgg2) (Àppendix D)

brere used to measure changes in assertiveness and serf-
esteem between the pretest and posttest as well_ as to
determine the persistence of these changes between the post-
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test and follow-up. Finally, a client satisfaction ques-

tionnaire (Appendix E) enabled the participants to rate the
herpfulness of the various components of the program. The

efficacy of the assertion program can be best determined

when the changes measured by these instruments are juxta-
posed against the overall objectives of the treatment. The

objectives hrere as followss (r) to provide the women with
the assertive skills whereby they wourd be equipped to
openly express their needs and desires so as to acquire and

exert greater control over their own lives and environments,
(2) to develop a belief system with respect to assertive
behaviour that would improve the individuals' self-aware-
ness and acceptance of their needs and rights, (3) to
assist them in reducing the cognitions and anxieties which

impaired their capacity to engage in assertive behaviour,
and (4) to provide them with the opportunity to begin
resolving the difficurties experienced in heterosocial
relatj-onships.

The results of the study i-ndicate that the assertive-
ness training therapy group r,rras successful in assj_sting the
participants to achieve, in varying degrees, these objec-
tives. Each of these is discussed below.

The Acquisition of Assertive Skills
Data indicates that the assertiveness training was

effective in assisting the participants to achieve the first
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objective. scores obtained on the Response probabíIity

dimension of the Assertion rnventory erere reduced below the

recommended cut-off point in four (80t) of the five subjects.
This demonstrates that there had been a significant increase

in the likelihood that these individuals would behave asser-
tively when confronted with a varj-ety of situations.

This increase in assertiveness hras substantiated by

an improvement in two targeted behaviours across subjects.
First of all, the difficurty surrounding the expression of
feelings, beriefs and opinions was significantry reduced in
three (60t) of the subjects at the comptetion of the group

sessions and in four (80t) at the follow-up. Secondly, the

capacíty to refuse requests was sufficiently increased in
three (75t) of four subjects by the end of the follow-up
period to minimize the disturbance this difficulty caused

for each person. À third target, which focused on request-
ing he1p, was modified in one subject onry. The results of
the Assertion rnventory as well as the replication of these

changes in the targeted behaviours across subjects demon-

strate that the assertion group had a positive impact in
assisting the women to improve their assertive responses,

particularly with respect to the expression of feelings,
beliefs and opinions and to refusing reguests.

The pace with which skill acquisition exercises were

introduced into the assertíveness training program appeared
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to be appropriate for this clientele. rt was hypothesized

that the participants would be unabre to utilize specific
behavioural skill-s if they did not have posÍtive self-feel-
ings or if they were unabre to accept the rights which jus-
tify assertive responses. For this reason, before specific
skÍ11s were addressed the sessions were designed, firstly,
to stimulate self-awareness and positive serf-esteem and,

secondly, to develop a belief system of personal rights.
This perspective, arso, enabred the group members to main-

tain a certain element of sociar distance untir trust,
which is required for the dyadic and triadic format used

in many assertive exercises, had been established.

Results also indicated that this program vùas success-

fu1 in assisting the women to achieve the second goar of
the therapy group: to develop a belief system with respect
to assertive behaviour that would increase self-awareness

and acceptance of their needs and rights. This aspect of
the assertiveness training appeared to be most effective
in assisting the participants to undestand and accept the
rights they have within interpersonal relationships. This
is evident in data obtained by the Target complaint scales
at the follow-up session. rt demonstrated that clinicalÌy
sÍgnificant changes v¡ere replicated in three ( 75t ) of four
subjects who had been assessed as havj.ng difficulty in

Self-Awareness and the Acceptance of Riqhts
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accepting rights.

rn addition to this, the $romen commonly indicated that
the acceptance of rights had enabled them to modify the

caretaking rore which, previously, they had been compelred

to assume. rn the past, each of these women betieved that
they had to take care of the ,'!r¡orld." This, perhaps, was

associated with the parentification process which sociar-
izes childhood victims of abuse that the needs of others

supercede their own needs (Gelinas, Lgg3). Relinquishing
this role means that they have to be able to trust that
there are other indÍvidual-s who are able to pick up the

slack and to provide care in situations these $¡omen choose

to avoid. rn view of the fact these women grew up in an

environment devoid of trust, the capacity as well as the

willingness to abandon this caretaking role was a big step

for them.

During the group process, it became apparent that
necessary precursors to the development of a belief system

which enables one to accept personal rights and needs are

self-acceptance and a healthy self-esteem. rn this pro-
gram, feelings of low self-esteem clearly inhibited parti-
cipants from accepting their rights to behave assertively
in specific "in vivo" situations.

The collage exercise (Osborn & Harris,
cussed previously in Sessions 1 and Z of the

1975) t dis-

group content,
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!,¡as extremely helpful in making the individuals aware of

their self-feelings and the way in which unreasonable

beliefs and expectations are facilitative of negative self-
images. Also, satisfactions, achievements and successes

(Osborn e Harris, 1975) (see Session 3), which is designed

to reinforce positive behaviour, appeared to enhance the

self-esteem of some participants. On several occasions,

group members reported that the completion of this homework

assignment caused them to feel good about themselves. They

pointed out that the analysis of seemingly insignificant
activities and experi-ences helped "to pick them up', on par-

ticularly difficult days. This suggests, perhaps, that the

reinforcement that results from repeated performance of
positive and successful behaviours is a key to strengthen-

ing self-esteem with this cl-ientele.

Group affiliation, perhaps, was another factor which

contributed to the increase in self-esteem which occurred.

in four of the five participants. These individuals com-

monly stated that the opportunity to associate with other

previously abused women helped to normalize the negative

effects of the victimization (e.g. diffÍculties with inti-
macy) which were being experienced in their current rela-
tionships. This attests to the advantages of utilizing the

group modality at some point in the treatment scheme of

vùomen who have been sexually abused in childhood.
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Reducing Ànxiety and Unreasonable Cognitions

The assertiveness training had a limited impact on

reducing the anxieties and cognitions which inpaired the
participants' capacity to engage in assertive behaviour.
Di-scomf ort

First of all, results obtained on the discomfort
dimension of the Assertion rnventory indicated that three
(60t) of the women continued to experience a hÍgh degree of
discomfort in assertive situations at both the termination
and forlow-up of the program. À fourth individuar scored
slightly below the cutting point.

A comparison of these results with those of the
Response probability dimension of the scale in which there
rdas a significant improvement in four (g0t) of the partici_
pants suggests, perhaps, that the difficulty for this
crientele is not a skill deficit as much as the performance

of those skills which frequently is impaired by feelings of
discomfort. There is support for this assumption i.n com-

ments made by the participants during one of the sessions.
They generarly agreed that the key for them to uti-lize
assertive responses was the capacity to understand and

accept their personal rights in specific sítuations. rn
commenting on this, sara stated that "my biggest problem is
knowing or deciding what my rights are in a situation. lvhen

r become aware of that, r can be assertive.', This may
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provide an explanation for responses obtained on specific
items of the crient satisfaction questionnaire. For exam-

ple, homework exercises which were structured to provide

the women with opportunities to practice assertive respon-

ses "in vivo' and role plays designed to rehearse specific
assertive behaviours and techniques were considered to be

less heLpful than other insLructionar aids. on the other
hand, structured exercises, which had a greater focus on

reducing anxiety and restructuring írrational beliefs v¡ere

considered to be more useful.

There are two possible explanations for the discom-

fort these individuals experienced in engaging in assertive
behaviour. First of arl, as discussed previously, the asser-

tiveness training had been successfur in assisting the par-
ticipants to understand and accept their personal rights.
Concurrently, however, the women indicated that they had

difficulty justifying this behaviour. Thus, they had become

enabl-ed to accept thej-r rights, however, r{rere inundated with
discomfort as they did so. Their childhood environment had

social-ized them to accept the misconception that they do not
possess any personal rights and, subsequently, they may have

been experiencing "growth pains" as they accepted the right
to live and interact in a different manner to which they had

been accustomed. on this basis, practitioners involved in
future programs of this nature should be prepared to vali-
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date these feerings as the group participants struggre to
accept their rights. Àrso, it might be appropiate to pro_
vide a greater emphasis on exercises which wi}l help indi_
viduars to cognitively restructure the acceptance of rights
as well as those which reinforce this behavi.our.

A second possible explanation for the high degree of
discomfort experienced by the majority of participants was

the lack of reinforcement they received from significant
others for their changed behaviour. For example, Kelry
stated: 'r try to express myserf with rrr statements, how-
ever, it is frustrating because r donrt seem convinced that
screaming doesnrt work better.r' rn the past, these women

had been reinforced for non-assertive behaviour, and now

that this behaviour hras being modified, the sociar feedback
had become aversive. This was clearry the case with Arison
whose husband appeared to have extreme difficurty accepting
the changes he had observed in his wife.

rn retrospect, it may have been helpfur if the women

had been more prepared at the outset of the program for the
responses they could expect from significant others. This,
perhaps, would have cushioned the disappointment, frustra_
tion and discomfort they experienced. Furthermore, in sub-
sequent programs, it might be appropriate to meet with each
couple in an individual session in order to address the
changes which occur in a family system when one of its
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members becomes more assertive. This session could be used

to demonstrate to the partner that assertiveness training
is not a conspiracy against him, but a process by which his
wife "is becoming more arìrare of her personal rights and

Iis] working toward being more direct in expressing her

thoughts, feelings and needs,' (Lange & Jakubowski, L976,

p. 302). This, very well, mêy make it easier for a partner
to accept the changes in his wife.
Irrational Beliefs

Although responses obtained on the client satisfac-
tion questionnaire indicate that the group experience was

moderately helpfur to very helpful in reducing their irra-
tionar beriefs about behaving assertivery, the women con-

tinued to have difficulty in this area. This was most evi-
dent ín the negative cognitions the women have with respect

to contror of sexuality within intimate relationships. rn

discussing this issue, the v¡omen indicated that the need to
control sexual relationships was a pervasive problem for
them. Each of the women perceived sexuality as a weapon

which had been used against them in the past and, subse-

quently, they vrrere having difficulty normalizing this
aspect of intimacy in their current relationships.

The basic assumption they held was the belief that
they would be at risk to danger and exploitation if they

relinquished or shared control of their sexuali-ty. This
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htas associated with their victinization experiences in which
they were overwhelmed by the porder differentiat existing
between children and adurts and, thereby, received the mes-

sage that they must maintain control if they are to remain

safe.

rn light of the fact that intimacy involves taking
risks as well as sharing control and decision making, the
need to maintain control creates a serious diremma for
these individuals. For this reason, subsequent asertive-
ness training programs for previously abused vromen should
endeavour to address this issue of control more adequatery.
Techniques which wourd be herpfur in doing this are cogni-
tive restructuring of irrational beliefs and assumptions,

and an emphasis upon "r" messages which facilitate an hon-
est expression of fears, concerns and difficulties with
their partners. rn addition to thisr group discussion as

well as the support and affiliation it engenders can be a

powerful therapeutic influence.

The Resolution of Difficulties i-n Heterosocial

Relationships

The assertiveness training therapy group was effec-
tive in assisting the women to begin resolving the diffi-
culties they experienced in their relations with men. rn
responding to the client satisfaction questíonnaire, four
(80t) of the subjects rated the helpfurness of the mal-e
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therapist as being very helpful. One (20*) individual
indicated that it was slightly helpfut, arthough this per-
son admitted that it was much easier for her to relate to
men than to women.

The women identified two primary benefits of a male
therapist. Firstly, his presence made it possible for a

male opinion and perspective to be provided in specific
situations. secondly, and more importantly, it enabred the
women to differentiate abusive and exploitive males from
those who are trustworthy. For example, one of the indivi-
duals stated that she had never equated gentleness in males

with positions of power and authority because power v¡as

perceived by her as being abusive. The context of her
remark crearly indicated that she was referring to the role
of the male therapi-st. The women reported that the impor-
tant ingredients in therapy with adult victims of chird
sexual abuse is noL gender, but personarity. on this
basis, the speculation herein is that the key to the ther-
apists i-s not so much gender as it is the capacity and

willingness to empatheticarly, compassionately and suppor-
tively understand the pain of these individuals.

Summary

on the basis of these results, it can be concruded
that the therapy group vras effecti-ve in meeting three of
its orj-ginar objectives: the acquisition of assertive
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skirls, increased setf-ah/areness and the acceptance of per-
sonal rights, and the modification of difficulties experi-
enced in heterosociar relationships. rt, however, was not
adequate in eriminating anxiety or in reducing arr unrea-
sonable beriefs which impaired the participants, capacity
to engage in assertive behaviour. Also, it is necessary to
reiterate that the changes achieved are not necessarily
attributabre to the assertiveness training alone because

the women vrere involved in concurrent individual therapy.
Implications for Future programming

This present study developed and systematicalry evar-
uated an assertiveness training therapy group for women who

were sexually victimized in chirdhood or adolescence. The

results indicate that an improvement occurred in the over-
all assertive behaviour of each v¡oman who participated in
the group. This increase in assertiveness was confirmed by

a focal evaluation of specific targeted behaviours as wel_l

as by a global measure of assertiveness.

The consistency of these diverse forms of measurement

has functioned to increase the practitioners I confidence in
the effectiveness of the intervention. This has been fur-
ther enhanced by the fact three of the targeted behaviours
v/ere replicated across subjects. Àt the same time, how-

ever, the resurts which occurred should be treated with
caution because threats to internal validity which have
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been discussed previously courd represent arternative
expranations. Therefore, the repJ-ication of this treatment
program with suitabre contrors is necessary before one is
able to be more conclusive regarding its effectiveness.

Programs which are designed to replicate this study,
perhaps, wourd benefit from a number of recommendations

which have been formulated on the basis of the findings of
this present study. First of all, it is necessary that a

person feel good about herself or himself so that she or he

is abre to accept the personal rights which enable a person

to behave assertively. For this reason, it is important

that group facilitators endeavour to stimurate self-aware-
ness, build self-esteem and establish a berief system of
personal rights before specific skills are introduced.
This is particularry important with previously abused v¡omen

because, generally, they experience row self-esteem and

have a tendency to deny themseLves personal rights.
Secondly, there is some evidence in this present

study to indicate that the difficulty this clientel_e has

with assertiveness may be related to the performance of
skills, rather than to skill deficit. Subsequently, a

greater focus on exercises structured to reduce the dis-
comfort these individuars seemingly experience in assertive
situations mÍght be more congruent with their needs.

Thirdly, the length of the program should be extend-
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êd, at least, to twelve sessions in order to provide more

opportunity to discuss issues which are relevant to the

adult experiences of childhood sexual abuse victims. Dur-

ing this present study, the focus on intimacy and sexuality
was both necessary and helpful. Time constraints, however,

made it difficult to address these issues adequately. The

therapy of these h'omen might be expedited if more emphasis

was given to group discussion of these and similar themes.

Fourthly, it is important that previously abused

women who experience difficulty in heterosocial relation-
ships learn to make discriminating choices between men who

can be trusted and those who cannot. Thereforer group work

with this clientele should incorporate a male therapist
into the program in order that an appropriate exposure to
males will enable them to reaLize that all men are not

predatory and exploitive.

It is believed that incorporating these changes into
assertiveness training therapy groups for women sexually

abused in childhood or adolescence will increase the effec-
tiveness of efforts aimed at assisting these individuals
to exert greater control over their lives and environments.

In so doing, it increases the likel-ihood that they will
cease to be victims in order that they might become sur-
vivors.
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Àppendix À

Assessment rnterview protocol for Assertiveness



1.

2.

3.
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Physical description of the client
rncluding dress and general appearance as werr as any

noteworthy physical features.

Observation of the client during interview(s)
rncluding brief description of verbal and nonverbal

goals in her own words.

Operational defj-nitions of problems and goa1s.

Effects of unassertiveness on crientrs life function-
ang

Extent to which unassertiveness may limit the crient
in significant areas of her life.
Consequences of being more assertive
rs client aware of these conseguences and willing to
risk any adverse conseguences (e.g. for marital rela-
tionship).

Assertiveness in specific areas

(a) Same sex relationships
(b) Opposite sex relationships
(c) Casual relationships
(d) fntimate relationships
(e) fnteractions with family members

(f) fnteractions with authorj_ty figures
(g) Group situations

4.

5.

6.

7.

behavior and how she relates to the therapist.
Clientrs description of assertiveness problems
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(h) Initiating social interactions
(i) Maintaining and developing social interactions
(j ) Expressing positive feelings towards others
(k) Asking for help; letting someone know specifi-

cal-ly what you would like them to do for you

(1) Refusing unreasonable requests

(m) Standing up for one's rights
(n) Expressing disagreement, displeasure or criticism

8. Estimates of social skill, social anxiety and self-
evaluations in each of above areas.

9. rnhibition of assertive responding by intense feelings
(a) Can client handle her own intense feelings such

as anxiety or anger and still respond assertively
(b) Can she handle other people,s anger or hostility

and still respond assertively
10. Cognitions relating to assertiveness

(a) Clientrs irrational_ assumptions, unrealistic
standards and expectations regarding social
interactions.

(b) Clientrs knowledge of what she j_s feeling in
problematic situations.

(c) Clientrs knowledge of what she wants in problem-

atic situations.
(d) Clientrs knowledge of her rights in problematic

situations.
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(e) C1ient's ability to articulate her goaÌs in
social interactions.

clientrs knowledge of when to be and when not to
be assertive.

clientrs self-evaluative thoughts when assertive
behavior is not engaged in.

(f)

(g)

11. current livir@th particular reference to
actual or potential social contacts.

L2. Description of a typicar day with particular reference
to social contacts.

13.

14.

Interests and lei_sure activities.
History of unassertiveness

(a) Description of onset (or

(b) Description of period of
ing

(c) Descriptj-on of period of

note if primary)

"best" social function-

"worst" social function-

15.

16.

lng

Other problems that ma ede assertiveness

Cultural factors that ma assertiveness
(past/current )



Appendix B

Target Complaint Scale
(Mintz & Kiesler, L982)
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larget Complaint Scale

Nane Date

Problem:

In general, how much does this problern
Check the box which best descri-bes thefelÈ because of this problem.

or complaint bother you?
amount of disturbance

couldn't be worse

very

pretty much

a little

much

¡¡ot at all



Àppendix C

Assertion Inventory
(Gambrill e Richey, L975r pp. 552-553)



Many people experience difllculty in handling lnterpèrsonal sítuations requiring them
lo asser¡ themselves in some way. for exnmple, turning down a request. asking a

favor. giving someone a compliment, expressing disnpproval or approval, etc.
Please inrJicate your rJegrec of discomfor¡ or anxiety in the space provided helore each
situation listed below. Utilize the following scale ro indicate degree of discomfort:

I = none
2 = a li¡tle
3 = afairamount
4 = much
5 = very much

Then. go over the list a second timc and indicate ofier each item the probability or
likelihood of your displaying the behavior if actually presented wirh the situation..
For example. if you rarely apologize when you are at fault, you would mark a ..4..

after that item. Utili¿e the followíng scalc to inrlicate rcsponse probability;

| - always do it
2 = usually do it

. 3 - do it about half the time
4 = rarely do it
5 = never do it

'Note. lt is imporlant lo cover your discomfort rût¡ngs (located in front oi the ltems¡
while indicating response probability. Otherwisc. one rating may contaminate the other
and a realistic sssessment of your behavior is unlikcly. To correct for lhis, place e piecc
of paper over your discomfon rat¡ngs whilc responding to the situût¡ons ¡ second timc
for response probability.

THb AssenrloN ¡NVENTo¡Y

Degree of
discomfort

L Turn down a requesl lo borrow your car
2.

3.
1.

,5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

t0.
ll.
t2.
13.

14.

¡5.
16.

Compliment a friend
Ask a favor of someone
Resist sales pressure
Apologize when you are at fauh
Turn down a request for a meeting or datc
Admit fear and rcquest consideration
Tell a person you are inrimately involvcd with when
he/she says or does someth¡ng that bothers you
Ask for a raise
Admit ignorance in some arca
Turn down a tequesl lo borrow m(ìncy
Ask personal questions
Turn off a talkative fricnd
Ask for construclivc criticism
lnitiate a conversntion with a slranger
compliment a person you are fomantically involvcd with

Dcgree of
discomfort

Situation

18. Your initial request for a meering is turned doç,n antl
yor ask the person again at a lnrer timc

19. Admit confusion about a point under discussion anrJ ask
for clarification

20. Apply for a job
21, Ask whelher yog have offenrJed som€onÉ
22. Tell somconc that you líke rhem
23. Request expected service whcn such is nol forthcoming.

e.9,. in a rcstauranl
2¡1. Discuss openty wirh thc person his/hcr criricism of your

behavior

or ¡nleresled in
17, Roquert ñ nr00tlng or É rlr¡lc wlth n plrron

Situation

Response
probabiliry

25.
26.

Return defcctive items. c,g., rlorc or rest¡¡u¡ant
Express an opiníon thât dífTcr3 from rhar of the pcrson
yd, src talking ro

-
-

27. Resist sexual ovcrtures when you are not ¡ntcrcsted
28, Tell the person when you feel he/she h¡s donc ¡ome.

thing that is unfair to you
29. Accept I date
30. Tell someonc good newr ebout yourself
31. Resist prcssure ro drink
32. Rcsist a signilicant person.3 unfair demand
3!. Quít a job
34. Rcsist pressurc lo..lurn on..
15. Discuss openly with the perron his/her criticism ol yorr

work
36. Requcst th€ rcturn of borrowed items
37, Reccive complimcnts
J8, Continuc to convcrse wilh someonc who disa3rcer wirh

you

Res pohic
prohrhility

39.

Lastly. please indicate thc siruations you *outd rike to hantilc more asscrtiv.ly þyplacing a círcle around the irem number.

Tell ¡ frícnd or someonc wirh whom you work whcn
he/shc says or doe¡ romething that botirers you
Ask a pcrson who ís annoying you in e public siruarion
to slop

40.

I

P
@
ul
I



Appendix D

Hudson Index of SeIf-Esteem
(Hudson, f982 )
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INDEX OF SELF ESTEEM (ISE)

NAME:

Today's Date

This queslionnaire is designed lo measure how you see yoursell. ll is not a tesl, so
lhere are no righl or wrong answers. Please answer each item as carefully and
accuralely as you can by plac¡ng a number by each one as follows:

I Rarely or none ol lhe time
2 A litlle ol the time
3 Some ol the l¡me
4 A good part of the time
5 Mosl or all ol lhe lime

Please begin.

t.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

r0.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

I leel that people would not like me if they really knew me well

I leel lhat others get along much betler than I do

I leel thal I am a beautilul person

When lam wilh other people lfeel lhey are glad I am with them

I feel thal people really like to talk with me

I leel lhat I am a very competenl person

I think I make a good impression on others

I leel that I need more sell-confidence

When I am wilh strangers I am very nervous

I think ihat I am a dull person

I feet ugly

I feel that others have more lun than I do

I feel that I bore people

I think my friends find me interesting

I think I have a good sense of humor

I feel very self-conscious when I am with slrangers

I feel that if I could be more like other people I would have ¡t

made

I feel that people have a good time when they are wilh me

I feel like a wallflower when I go out

I feel I get pushed around more than others

I think I am a rather nice person

I feel that people really like me very much

I feel that I am a likeable person

I am afraid I will appear foolish to others

My friends think very highly of me

Copyrighl @ Waller W. Hudson, 1974
3,4,5,6,7, 1 4. 1 5, I 8,21,22,23,25



Appendix E

CÌient Satisfaction Questionnaire



Please help us to improve our program by answering some questions about the group you attended.
We are interested in your honest opinions, whether they are positive or negative. please iheck
ty'l in the column that best indicaîes your response to the question. We aiso request your
additional comments and suggestions. Thank you very much for your co-operation. We appreciateyour help

A) Qqe¡Ìions Related to the Components of the Training prosram

Assertiveness Trainin

The structure of the group sessions consisted of
sharing experiences of the past week, discussing
homework, a mini-Iecture which focused on some
assertion issue, coffee break, structured exercises
and discussion. Was this structure helpful?
To what extent were the structured exercises
performed in the group sessions helpful?
To what extent were the mini-lectures (presented
material) helpful?

Grou

To what extent were the behavioural rehearsals
helpful?

EvaÌuation Questionnaire

To what extent were the group selected discussion
topics of intimacy and sexuality helpful?
To what extent were the various handout materiarshelpful?

Not Slightly Moderately Very
Helpful Helpful Helpful Helpful

I

P
@
\o

I



To what extent
book helpful?

To what extent v¡ere the homework exercises helpful?

I0. Could you please
additional space

To what extent was the presence of a male therapist
in this kind of group hetpful?

vJere the assigned readings from the

specify your
is required,

reasons for
please use

Not Slightly Moderately Very
Helpful Helpful Helpful Helpful

the answer
the back of

provided in Question 9.
thÍs page.

If

I

F
\ôo
I



B) General Questions

11.

12. To what extent
increasing your

TO
in

what extent, was the
meeting your needs?

13. To what extent was the
your irrational beliefs

14. To what extent was
introducing you to
victimi zed?

15. Overall, to what extent was this
helpful ?

was the training helpful
sel f-conf idence ?

16.

training you received helpful

Vüere the number of

Additional Comments

training helpful
about behaving

the group experience
other women who had

in terms of

sessions adequate?

in reducing
assertively?

Not
Helpful

and Suggestions:

helpful by
been sexually

group experience

Slightly
Helpful

Please comment.

Moderately
Helpful

Very
Helpful

I

P
ro
P
I



Àppendix F

Handout Displaying the Difference Bet\.¡een
Passive, Aggressive and Àssertive Behaviours

( Butler , 19 81 , p . I27 ')
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FIGURE 7.1 Which life position fíts you? Are you passive, assertive,
or aggressive in your interactions with olher people?

IN!.llHTED

t¡4?lJT. D TO uJH.. ï¡tFr. .

'IOU,RE OK,I,M NcTr

\J(
\-

6ô oe
I LlKg'lou...lFEEt"'t"



Appendix G

Handout summarizing Response Àlternatives and Resurts
(Adapted from Clionsky, 1983, p. l5O)



SII}IMARY OF RESPONSE ALTERNATIVES AND RESULTS

AsserÈlve Behavlor

Passive Behavlor

Aggressive Behavfor

BASIC MESSAGE

I,Ie both count

I dontt counE

You donrt count

HONESTY

llones t f a
and feelf

Dlshonest denlal of
facEs and feelfngs

cts
ngs

Tactlessly honest
facts and feelfngs

DIRECTNESS

D irect approa

Indlrect approach

l;il,l
.-l______J-
I rair to both
I parties

ch

OverJ.y dlrec È

approach

Unfalr Èo your-
sel f

Unfair to
others

I

\0(¡
I



Appendix H

Handout Demonstrating the Difference Betr¡¡een
Assertiveness, Passivity and Aggressiveness

on Behavioural Dimensions
(Liberman, King, DeRisi and McCann, 1975, p. 6)



PASSIVE PERSON

How Assertiveness Differs from

on Behavioral

Has rights violaÈed;
is taken advantage of

Does not achieve goals

Feels frustrated,
unhappy, hurt and
anxious

Inhibited and with-
drawn

Allows others to
choose for him

ASSERTIVE PERSON AGGRESSIVE PERSON

Passj-vity and Aggressiveness

Dimensions

Protects own rights
and respects the rights
of others

Achieves goals without
hurting others

Feels good about self;
has appropriate confi-
dence in self
Socially and emotion-
ally expressive

Chooses for self

Adapted by James
San Luis Obispo,

Teigen from
CA: Impact

Violates rights; takes
advantage of others

May achieve goals at
expense of others

Defensive, belligerent ;humiliates and depreciates
others

Explosive; unpredictably
hostile and angry

Intrudes on others' choices

Your Perfect
Press , I974.

Right by R. E. Alberti And M. L. Emmons.

I

P
\o\¡
I



Àppendix I

Handout Providing Examples of
Passive, Àssertive and Aggressive Responses

for Specific Situations
(Butler, 1981, pp. 130-131)



TABLE 7.1

Situation: I am asked by tetephone to
campaign in my neighborhood. fhls rs
lo accept, I respond:

Passively

I say "yes," then slam
down the lelephono.

situalion: A lriend is talking on and on, and t have to get dinner. I rcspond:

Passively

I lell my son lo go I have lo go now. I lt's six o,clock. you
ring lhe doorbell. need lo start dinner. know I have ro gel
Then I say "l've got dinner. you doft
to hang up now. lhink about anyone
someone's at lhg but yourself.
door."

situation: I am seated in the window seal on an airplane. A honeymoon-
ing couple,n fhe sears besrde me are wait¡ng lor everyone to t"are
belore gelling up. I have lo connect w¡U, another ptane. i rcspond:

Passively Assertively Aggressively

Assertively

be in charge ol a charitable
a resporrslbllity I do nol want

I really don't want to Don't you realize that
take on lhal respons- other people are
ibility lhis year. busy?

Assertively Aggressivety

Aggressively

I sit until they leave.
I get a stonlach
ache.

TABLE 7.1 (cont'd.)

Situation: I am not pleased with lhe seryice in a reslauranl. I respond:

Passively Assertivety Aggressivety

I leave a penny tip.

Would you mind
letting me get pasl?
I have to make a
close connection.

Siluation: My husband has not been hetping me clean up the dishes
allar we hava had guests lor dinner. I rcspond:

Passively Assertivety Aggressively

lmake a show of I don't want lo clean With sarcasm: I just
cleaning the up by myself. I love to wait on you
dishes-banging expect you to do and your frienOi. lt,s
several pans to- half. my life,s ambition.
gether. Then I stalk
lo bed without
saying goodnight,

situation: My male lriend arrives to pick me lor our date thirty minutes
lato. we have rnlssed the lirst part of rha movis we prannad ro sse.
I rospond:

Passively Assertively Aggressivety

I don't leel that lwas
given adequato
service.

Are you lwo ever
going to leave this
plane.

You are lhe rudest
waitress l've ever
encounlered.

I say nolhrng, not
even hello, as we
fide lo the movie.

I am annoyed that
you are thirly min-
ules late. I don't like
lo miss the begin-
ning of a movie.

I

P
\o
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You are so incon-
siderate. You
shouldn'l make com-
mitmenls you can'l
keep.



Àppendix J

Handout outrining the steps of Rational serf-Analysis
(Lange & Jakubowski, 1976,
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RÀTIONAT, SELF-ANAIYSIS*

STEPS:

1. Idrite a specific situation in which you would like to
be more assertive but in which your emotions cause you

to act aggressively or nonassertively.

2. Write down the negative thoughts that come to mind as

you think about acting assertively in Lhe situation
(i.e. thoughts which would produce negative feelings
in you)

3. Develop written challenges to these negative (irra-

tional- ) thoughts.

Two ways to do this:
(i) fdentify the fl-aw in the self-message (e.g. is

this 1008 true?)

(ii) This involves asking yourself two questions:

a) Even if this bad event happened, is it a

catastrophe? Cou1d I handle it.?

b) What implications does this bad event have

for me? Does it make me a bad or worthless

person?

*This format was adapted from the work of Maxie Maultsby

(cited in Lange & Jakubowski, 1976).



Appendix K

Handout for the Exercise, "Like yourself ,'

(Phelps & Austin, 1975, p. 75)
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Action exercises

Like yourself first
Fill in the blanks with ten positive statements about yourself-

things you like abour you as a person. e.g."l like the fait that I,m
trying to become a more assertive person." stand in front of a mirror
and read each item on your list aloud. while practicing good eye
contact and smiling appropriately. acknowredge each coÃpliment
that you give yourself either verbally or non-verbally. practice
adding some free information to some of your,,thank-you-'s.,,

This is not only a good list to refer to when you feet rejected.
use it to gain confidence in self-assertion. Refer to the list daiiy and
add to it regularly by telling someone, in regular con'ersåtion,
something positive about yourself .

1.

z.

3.

4.

5.

6.

8.

9.

10.



Appendix L

Handout of Basic Rights for Assertive Behaviour
(Lange & Jakubowski, 19'76, p. 56)
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A second basic berief in an assertive phirosophy is that everyone
ís entitled to oct osscrtiver)t ond Io express honest thoughts, feerings,
otd beliefs. More specifìcally this involves beliefs such æ:

l. lVe all have the right to respect from other people.
2. we all have the right to have needs and to have these needs be as

important as other people's needs. Moreover, we have the right to
ask (not demand) that other people respond to our needs and to
decide whether we rvill take care of other people,s needs.

3' lve all have the right to have feetings-and ro express these feer-
ings in ways which do not violate the digniry of other people
(e.g., the right to feel tired, happy, depressed, sexy, angry, lone-
some, silly).

4. we all have the right to decide whether we wiil meet other
people's expectations or whether we will act in ways which fit us,
as long as we act in ways which do not violate other people,s
righ s.

5. We all have the right to form our own opinions and to express
these opinions.



Appendix M

Handout Describing How Socialization Messages
May Negatively Effect Àssertion

(Lange & Jakubowski, L976, pp. 66-68)
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How Sociolization Messoges Moy Negotívely Effect Assertion

Soc lol izø tlon lrlessoge

Think of others first;
give to others even if
you're hurting.
Don't be selfish.

E{fect on Rights

I have no right to
place my needs
above thoæ of other
people's.

Effect on Assertive Behavlor

When I have a conflict with some-

one else, I will give in and Htisfy
the other person's needs and forget
about my own.

Heolthy Messoge

To be selfìstr means that a person
places his desires before practically
everyone else's desires. This is undesir-
able human behavior. However, alt

healthy people have needs and strive
to fulfill these as much æ possible-

Your needs are as important es other
people's. When there is a conflíct over
need satisfaction, compromise is often
a useful \.vay to handle the conflicl

It is undesirable to build yourself up at
the expense of another person. How-
ever, you have as much right as other
people to show your abilities and take
pride in yourself. lt is healthy to enioy
one's accomplishments.

It ís undesirable to delíberately nir-
pick. However, life is made up of triv-
ial incidents and it is normal to be

occasionally irrítated by æemingly
small events. You have a right to your
angry feelings, and îfyou express them
at the time they occur, your feelings

won't build up and explode. lt is im-
portant, however, to express your feel-
ings assert¡vely rather than aggres-

sively.

It is undesirable to incessantly make
demands on others. You have a right
to ask other people to change their be-
havior if their behavior affects your
life in a concrete way. A request is not
the same as a demand. However, if
your rights are be¡ng violated and your
requests for a change are being ig-

nored, you have a right to rnake de-
mands.

Be modest and hum-

ble. Don't act super-

ior to otlrer people.

Be u nderstanding
and overlook trivial
irritations. Don't be

a bitch and com-
plain.

Help other people.

Don't be demandíng.

I have no r¡ght to do

anyth¡ng which
would imply that I

am better than otlrer
people.

I have no right to
feel angry or to
express my anger.

I have no right to
make requests of
other people.

I will discontinue my accomplistr-
ments and any compliments I re.
ceive. When I'm in'ameeting, twilt
encourage other people's con-
tributíons and keep silent about my
own. When I have an opinion which
is different from someone else's, I

won't express it; who am I to say

that my opiníon is better than
theirs?

When l'm in a line and someone cuts
ín front of me, I will say nothing. I

will not tell my girlfriend that t

don't like her constantly interrupt-
ing me when I speak.

I will not ask my girlfriend to re-

ciprocate babysitting favors. I will
not ask for a pay increase from my
employer.



Sociolization Messoge

Be sensitive to otlrer
peopfe's feelings.
Don't hurt other
people.

Effect on Rights

I have no right to do

anyth ing which
might hurt someone

else's feelings or dé-

flate someone else's

ego.
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Effect on Assertive Behovior

I will not say whar I really think or
feel because that might hurt some-

one else. I rvill inhibit my spontane-

ity so tlrat I don't impulsively say

something tlrat would accidenully
hurt someone else.

Heolthy lllessoge

It is undesirable to deliberately try to
hurt others. However, it is impossí[:le
as well as undesírable to try to govern
your life so as to never hurt onyone.
You have a right to express your
thoughts and feelings even if someone
else's feelings get occasionally hurt. To
do otherrvise would result in your
being phoney and in denying other
people an opporrunity to learn how to
handle their own feelings. Remember
that some people get hurt because

they're unreasonably sensitive and

others use their hurt to manipulate
you. lf you accídentally hurt someone
else, you can generally repair the dam-
a8e.

Reprinted with permission from Charles C. Thomas,
ln D. Carter & E. Rawlings (Eds.l,Psychotheropy with

Publisher. P. A. fakubowski. Asserrive behavior and the clinical problems of women.
women. Springfield, lL: Charles C.Thomas, in press.



Appendix N

Satisfactions, Achievements, Successes Assignment
(t"lcHol1and & Trueblood, cited in
Osborn & Harris, 1975, p. 120)



llame

Daüe

f felt what I was important,

I like to t¡T
(adventure)

ex¡leriences

I enjoyed doing it
(d) I gave love, affection
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(c)

(e)

urÞ(',coÞc)ÌtrH
/O H t{\Il, Et U'

(f¡vrtrtÞtrlBl). V, trt r-l'É -4 'H
Þl()
Cr¡ ZìCn

'Þì
J. ..È

a

b

(

(

)

)

id
ew

d

n

(f)

(g)

I used, ski].]. or know-how

f was free to decide what I
or how I did iÈ

t-f influenced the behavior of
(h) I learned somethinçf neît

(i) I like to roeet a challenge

wæl5itê

(1)

d.id,

somebody

or(k) I received respect, recoçfnitíon
appreciation for what I did
Others felÈ what I did nas important

(m) I received rcney or its equivãIenÈ

(n) f made pthers happy

(o) I received. security
(p) I received approval of others
(q) I received Love/af,feciion



Appendix O

Assertive Statements and Questions Assignment
(Osborn & Harris, I975, pp. 1f1-I13)
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The follorving list of sÈatenìer)ts and questions can be re.- hearsed alone, then in dyads or in the training group.
l. I'm not able to speak rvith you right norv. please give nre

your number and I'll rettrrn your call before noon.
2. I've been rvaiting in line for lralf an hour, and I'm n<.rt

rvilling to ler you go irr front oI me.
3. I'cl prefer to sray here; it's too cold outside.
4. I am diserrsted by yot¡r behavior.
5. I resent yorrr dtrplicitv.
6. I anl ¡n.qr).abor¡t 1'our leck of concern for m1' feelirrls.

7. I rvo¡r't be ablc to attc¡rcl yor¡r parry. I havc alrcacly made
otlter plarts.

8. I don't \vanc to respond ro that question.
9. If you continue to arrive late, I am not going to make fu.

ture appointmenrs rvith you.
10. I am unrvilling to n¡n errancls on my lunch hour. It is not

. parr of my job.
I l. Please rvait your turn.
12. I'm interested in hearing rvhat you have to say, but I rvant

to finish reading this article first.
13. I don't agree rvith you.
14. I think that you have been very distant torvarrls rrre lately.
15. I rvot¡ld appreciate your going to the store for me.
16. Yor¡ ate tlìe last piece of pie. I rvas going to eat it for

lunch.
17. You started talking before I had ñnished my staternent.
18. I ad¡r¡i:" your skill.
I9. That rvas a clever thing to do.
20. I'm excited about my trip.
21. I'm feeling especially h"ppy (or sad) toclay.
22. I am very interested in rvhaÈ 1,ou do in yorrr line of rvork.
25. I am deprcssed because I rvanted Martha to be here on my

birthday, and she jrrst called to say she couldn't come.
24. I am disappointed in nr,vselI becat¡se I rvanred to complete

the report on time and I didn't.
25. I am conft¡sed because I rvantecl more information than

rvas provided.
26. I arn interested in )'our report because it presents several

pieces of information I needed.
27. I feel tense because I rvant to knorv definitely horv rvell I

did on rhe test, bt¡t the teacher hasn't finisherl scorirrg it.
28. That's a treautiful outfir yo,u are rvearing.
29. You look terrific.
30. I really enjoyed yorrr thoughtlul comment.
31. I love you.
32. I admire your rvillingness to bchave in a no¡rscrist rval'.
33. That rvas an lronest and forthriglrt statenlerrt o[ your r.eel-

ings. I admire 1'our abiliry ro take rhc- risk ro be so candid.
34. I really like your openness.
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35. I likc your eflorrs t,o rçork out, a solu¡iun to our ¡l¡r¡ir¡aì
problcnr.

36. I arn unable to see the speaker a¡rd a¡n [rustrareil. \\'ould
you please move a little to the lefr?

37. I am having difficulty hearing rhe performance. \Vould r,.¡u
please stop talking?

38. I've had trouble carrying groceries up my steirs. \\¡orrlcl ¡'ou
please put the lieavy items in a double bag?

39. I am annoyed ar you. Why are you late?
40. I'm feeling too \varm. \Votrld you be rvilling ro rr¡rn clorçn

the hear?
41. Would you please help me? ì\fy packages orc hcavy.
42. (To the stervardess on a fìighr tlìar, is latc ior a cr¡n¡tcr;-

tiorr) trVould you please arrangc ro sencl a relcgram [o rlre
party rvho is expecring rne aI noon in Chicago? I anr bein;;
extremely inconvenicnced by this delay.

43. I find your terminologl'offensive. \t¡ould lorr please phrese
the question differently?

44. Are you rvorried becarrse of the amor¡nr of nroney I harc
been spending and you rvanr me to spend less?

45. Are you hurt l,¡ecause I tolcl yorr rvlrar. I rcally rhi¡lk?
46. Are you irritated rvíth horv rnuch rin¡e I'm taking, allcl rlo

you lvant me to go?
47. Are you disappointed rvirh nry reporr, and do vou \varìi rìrc

to listen to the changes yor.r think rvould improve it?
48. Are you saying rhac you are feeling very depresscil br:c ih:r

you rvould like me ro sray and talk rvirh 1'cu?
49. .Are you feeling disappoi¡lred because you thi¡r( tl:rr ycrrr

deserve to be promoted?
50. Âre you feelinc Êrustrared rvith ¡ne?



(Richey, cited in

Appendix P

Data Sheet
Osborn & Harris, 1975, p. 64)



Name:

Date Situation Time
Interval

DATA SHEET

Dates: from

Your Assertive
Behavior

* Response to others:

Response of
Others
(+o-¡ *

to

+

:

positive
neutral
negative

Degree of Your
Discomfort
(1-5) **

** Degree of Your Discomfort:

t\,
F
ur

I
2
3

none 4
some 5
a moderate

much
a great deal
amount



Àppendix Q

Outline for Writing DESC Scripts
( Bower & Bower , I97 6, pp . LZ3-I27,)
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WrítíngYour Own
DESC Scrípts

Nolålng will euer be atlemptd il oll psible obþaions
mus fu firsl ouercome.

SAÀTUEL JOT-TNSO¡T

ln this chapter, you'll analyze your situation from Worksheet #3, page 21,
and write a DESC script to fìt that situation. But first" you'llget some writing
practice in the following exercise.

Situation. l¿st week you bought a blouse (if you are a woman) or shirt (if
you are a man) in a high quality store, and it shrank beyond use during its
fìrst washing. You want a new blouse (shirt) to replace it, or credit at the
store. You are a little nervous about retuming merchandise, so you work
out a script to say to the salesclerk

Write something down as a first approximation. You can alwa¡rs edit
and revise iL Take a pen or pencil and write out the best lines you could say
to the salesperson. l'1ake your DESCRIBE step a statement of the problem
as you see it rather than a description of the clerk's behavior (which is not at
issue here). Then plan the other steps.

DESCRIBE

EXPRESS
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t24 Accclftng Younelt

SPECIFÏ

CONSEOUENCES Positiue:

INegotiue:

Now check whether you have followed the rules for good scriPts
(Chapter 5, page 100). Compare your script with the model scriPt below.

DESCRIBE I bought this blouse (shirt) here last week lt shrank so much
when I first washed it tl¡at I can't wear iL

EXPRESS lthink that a blouse this expensive should be preshrunk

SPECIFY 
:î"ü:B- 

store to give me full credit on this blouse. Will you

coNsEooEN.* 
lj1}.;.n 

t:î;läi apply that to buyins another blouse here

[Negofiue: lf not, then lwill not patronize this store again.]

WRITIIIG A ACRIPT FOR
YOUR PROBLE"FÍ ACE¡{E

The way to begin writing a script is to force yourself to sta( and then
reward yourself for small accomplishments. Although you can refer to the
rules in Chapter 5, don't get bogged down try¡ng to apply them before you
even put pencil to papeç that willjust inhibit your fìrst efforts. You can al-;

ways revise and reshape your lines later for a better effecl '.j,,

To begin, b¡m back to Worksheet #3 in Chapter 1 (page 21) aq$,

review the moderately threatening scene for which you want to work outã
scripL On that worksheet, you summarized the who, what, and when o(
your problem scene. As a preliminary step, review that information quicldy.

ãnd objectively. 'ï
.ir,.r(

l. Who are the people in this scene? You and who else? :--í:i

2. What was the place and time of the old scene?
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Wdttng You¡ On DESC Scrrpø l2s

3. What happened in that old. bad scene? Describe your Downer's behavior and
your behavior.

4. Roughly speaking, how do you feel about this situaüon?

Now, using the guidelines on page 126, begin writing your l¡nes. Using
pencil (so you can erase later if necessary), write out the words you could
imagine yourself saying when you play the role of the assertor. Keep each
step in your script brief - only one or two sentences. When you have
finished, retum to this page and continue reading below.

Edlttng Your Scrlpt

Once you have put on paper some ideas of what you want to say, you can
review your script and refìne your wording. Your objective now is to replace
those first hurried phrases with the exact words you will say. To do this, first
look over your lines and check them against the rules on page 100. Conect
any glaring violations of the rules. Now, try reading your lines and "listen-
ing" for exaggerated or emotionally loaded overtones. Again, where neces-
sary, rewrite your lines, this time aiming for restrainl Remember that your
script should be short and to the poinÇ a sentence or two at each step is
enough.

As a fìnal chech read the questions on page 127 and make further
changes if they are needed. Then continue reading on page 128.
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Step l. DESCRTBE the other Person's offensive behavior in objective

terms. Look, observe, examine exactly what he or she has been saying and
doing. Describe the behavior concretely here. (lf it is an impersonal prob-

lem with a comPany, describe the problem.)

Step 2. EXPRESS your feelings or thoughts about this behavior or prob-

lem in a positive, new way.

Step 3. SPEC¡FY one behavior change you want the other Person to make.
Ask for agreemenL

Step 4. Stipulate the CONSEOOENCES you will deliver (or what will.l
pen) ¡f the otÌ¡er person keeps the agreement to change.

Posidue;

lf necessary, tell your Downer what negative consequences you will pn

if there is no change. Write them here, but understand that you do
them unless it becomes necessar)4

[NegotÍue:

lRútmtopse 125.1
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Wdtlng Your Oøn DESC Scrfprr 127

Your DESCRIBE Unes

o Does your descripüon clarify the situation, or does it just complicate it?
Replace all terms that do not objectively describe the behavior or problem that
bothers you. Be specifìc.

o Have you described a single specifìc behavior or problem, or a long list of
grievances? Focus on one well-defìned behavior or problem you wanfto deal
with now. One grievance per script is generally the best approach.

o Have you made lhe mistake of describing the other person's attitudes,
motives, intentjons? Avoíd mind-readíng and psychoanaþng.

<- Revise your DESCRIBE lines now, if necessary.

Your Ð(PRESS Unes

o Have you acknowledged your feelings and opiniorìs as your own, without
blaming the other person? Avoid words that ridicule oi shame the othei
p€rson. swear word-s- and insulting Iabels (dumb, cttrel, sefish, roosr, idtodc,
boringl very likeþ will provoke defensiveness and argumenG.

o Have you expressed your feelings and thoughts in a positive, new way? Avoid
your "old phonograph record" lines that your Downer is tired of hearing anJ
automatically turns off.

o Have you kept the wording low-key? Aim for emotjonal restrain! not dramatic
impact

+- Revise your EXPRESS lines now, if necessåry.

Your SPECIFY Lines*
¡ Have you proposed only one small change in behavior at this time?
o c¿n you reasonably expect the other p€rson to agree to your request?
t t. yog prepared to alter your own behavior if your Downer asks you to

change? What are you prepared to change about your behavior?
o what counteçroposals do you anticipate and how will you answer them?

+- Revise your SPECIFY lines now, if necessary.

Your CONSEOüENCES Unesf
c Have you stressed positive, rewarding consequences?
o \ the. çw1d you setected.reaþ appropriate for the other person? pertnps you

should ask what you might do for the other person?
o C¿n you realisticalþ carry through with these consequences?

e' Revise your CONSESOENCES tines now, if necessary.

^lþ-g: 
of contracting (Appcrd¡x c) y.ry often appty dr,o.üy ro thc spEqFy and coNSE-qì\'tò stePs' and )ou rnây wist¡ ùo rc¿d through thcsc n¡Jes now as an addfttor¡at chcck


